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Abstract
We de0ne a typed bisimulation equivalence for the language DPI, a distributed version of
the -calculus in which processes may migrate between dynamically created locations. It takes
into account resource access policies, which can be implemented in DPI using a novel form of
dynamic capability types. The equivalence, based on typed actions between con0gurations, is
justi0ed by showing that it is fully abstract with respect to a natural distributed version of a
contextual equivalence.
In the second part of the paper we study the e8ect of controlling the migration of processes.
This a8ects the ability to perform observations at speci0c locations, as the observer may be
denied access. We show how the typed actions can be modi0ed to take this into account, and
generalise the full-abstraction result to this more delicate scenario.
c© 2003 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
The behaviour of processes in a distributed system depends on the resources they
have been allocated. Moreover these resources, or a process’s knowledge of these
resources, may vary over time. Therefore an adequate behavioural theory of distributed
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systems should be based not only on the inherent abilities of processes to interact with
other processes, but must also take into account the (dynamic) resource environment
in which they are operating. In our approach judgements will take the form
 |=M ≈ N;
where N and M are systems and  represents their computing environment. Intuitively
this means that M and N o8er the same behaviour, relative to the environment . The
challenge addressed by this paper is to give an adequate formalisation of this idea,
where
• the systems M and N are collections of location aware processes, which may be
allocated varying access rights to resources at di8erent locations and may migrate
between these locations to exercise their rights
• the computing environment  may vary dynamically, reCecting both the overall re-
sources available to M and N and the evolving knowledge that users may accumulate
of these resources.
This is developed in terms of the language DPI, [11], an extension of the -calculus,
[17], in which processes may migrate between locations, which in turn can be dynami-
cally created. As explained in [11] resource access policies in DPI may be implemented
using a capability based type system; thus in this setting it is suFcient to develop typed
behavioural equivalences in order to capture the e8ect of resource access policies on
process behaviour. However in this paper, we extend the typing system of [11] by
allowing types to be created dynamically and to depend on received data.
In DPI a typical system can take the form
l<P= | (new e : E) (k<Q= | l<R=)
Here there are two threads P and R running at l and one, Q, running at k. The threads
Q and R share the private name e at type E. The threads P; Q; R are similar to
processes in the -calculus in that they can receive and send values on local channels;
the types of these channels indicate the kind of values which may be transmitted. For
example in
l<(newloc k : K) with P in (xpt1!〈k〉 | xpt2!〈k〉 | R)=;
in parallel with the execution of R at l, a new location k is created at type K, the code
P is installed there, and the name of the new location is exported via the channels
xpti; as we will see this system evolves to
(new k : K) (l<xpt1!〈k〉 | xpt2!〈k〉 | R= | k<P=)
Location types are similar to record types, their form being
loc[a1 : An; : : : an : An]
This indicates that the channels or resources ai at types Ai are available at the location;
each pair ai : Ai can be viewed as a capability at that location. So, for example, K
above could be
loc[ping : rw〈A〉; finger : rw〈B〉]
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indicating that the services ping and finger are supported (via both read and write
communication) at k. However the types at which k becomes known depend on the
types of the exporting channels. Suppose, for example, these had the types
xpt1 :w〈loc[ping :w〈A〉]〉
xpt2 :w〈loc[finger :w〈B〉]〉
This means, for example, that xpt1 has the capability of writing values of type loc[ping :
w〈A〉], that is locations which have a resource called ping, which may be used there
at type w〈A〉. Then processes receiving the name k from the source xpt1 would only
be able to write to the ping service at k, while the source xpt2 only allows similar
access to the finger service. In e8ect di8erent capabilities at k are obtained via di8erent
sources. It is in this way, by selectively distributing names at particular super-types,
that resource access policies are implemented in DPI.
The language DPI and its reduction semantics is summarised in Section 2, which
relies heavily on the corresponding section of [11]. The typing system is discussed in
Section 3. This contains two major extensions to the original typing system of [11].
The 0rst introduces a new kind of type, rc〈A〉 for registered channel names, which
allows channels names to be used consistently at multiple locations. The second allows
types to be constructed dynamically and be dependent on received data. The 0rst main
result of the paper is a Subject Reduction theorem for this new typing system.
Section 4.1 contains a de0nition of typed action
✄M
−→′✄N (1)
indicating that in an environment constrained by the type environment  the system
M may perform the action  and be transformed into N ; the environment  may also
be changed by this interaction, to ′, for example by the extrusion of new resources,
or new capabilities on already known resources. Here the actions  are either internal
moves, , or located input or output actions, of the form k:a?v or k:a!v, meaning the
input or output of the value v along the channel a located at k. Informally, the action
in (1) is possible if M is capable of performing the action  in the standard manner
and the environment  allows it to happen.
With these typed actions we can de0ne a standard notion of (weak) bisimulation
between con6gurations, consistent pairs of the form ✄M ; the formal de0nition is
given in Section 4 and we use  |=M ≈bis N to denote that there is a bisimulation
containing the two con0gurations ✄M and ✄N .
The second main result of the paper is that this notion of typed bisimulation captures
precisely an independently de0ned contextual equivalence. In Section 4 we de0ne
 |=M ∼=rbc N to be the largest parameterised equivalence which is• closed with respect to reductions, that is preserves in some sense the reduction
semantics;
• preserved, in a suitable sense, with respect to -system contexts;
• preserves simple observations, which we call distributed barbs.
We prove the theorem
In DPI;  |=M ≈bis N if and only if  |=M ∼=rbc N (2)
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The 0nal topic of the paper is the e8ect of migration on the behaviour of systems. In
DPI the migration of processes is unconstrained. The relevant reduction rule is
k<goto l:P= → l<P=:
Any agent is allowed to migrate from a site k to the site l. Indeed, this rule is
essential in establishing the above theorem. For example, consider the systems M1; M2
given by
(new k : K) l<c!〈k〉 = | k<a!〈〉 stop= and (new k : K) l<c!〈k〉 stop= | k<stop= (3)
where K is the declaration type loc[a : rw〈〉], and  an environment which has read
capability at type K on c at l. These are not bisimilar in the environment , as after
exporting the new name k on c at l, that is performing the bound output action (k)l:c!k,
only the former may have the typed action
(′✄ k<a!〈〉 stop=) k:a!〈〉−→ (′✄ k<stop=)
where ′ represents the environment  updated with the new knowledge of a at k.
Moreover, they can be distinguished contextually because of the -context
l<c?(x) goto x:a?(y) goto l:!!〈〉 = | − :
An environment which has read or write capability on a channel at k can automatically
send an agent there to perform a test and report back to base. Note that this test works
only because systems allowed by  have the automatic ability to migrate to the site k.
If on the other hand migration were constrained, as one would expect in more realistic
scenarios, then these tests would no longer be necessarily valid and these terms may
become contextually equivalent.
There are many mechanisms by which migration could be controlled in languages
such as DPI. In this paper we introduce one such mechanism, based on a simple
extension of the typing system, which allows us to examine the e8ect of such control
on behavioural equivalences. We introduce a new location capability
move∗
Then, relative to an environment , migration is only allowed to a location k if k is
known in  with the capability move∗. This idea is easily implemented by using a slight
extension to our typing system, and is suFcient to demonstrate the subtleties involved
when migration is controlled. The details are given in Section 5, and more realistic
generalisations are discussed in the Conclusion.
The remainder of the paper is devoted to extending result (2) above to this language.
The typed actions (1) are readily adapted to this scenario. Here we allow, for example,
the action
✄M k:a!v−→m ′✄N (4)
if, in addition to the requirements for (1) we require that the environment has the
capability move∗ for k; intuitively for the environment to see action (4) it must be able
to move to the site k.
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These actions lead to a new bisimulation equivalence, denoted ≈mbis , and we can
prove
 |=M ≈mbis N if and only if  |=M ∼=mrbc N
where ∼=mrbc is a suitable modi0cation of the contextual equivalence ∼=rbc . For this
modi0cation we only require the equivalence to be preserved by processes at locations
to which the environment has migration rights. Thus referring to (3) above we will
have
 |=M1∼=mrbcM2
if  does not have migration rights to k. Note that neither of these systems can give
rise to the modi0ed typed actions, as given in (4) above.
However, it is easy to envisage a natural version of contextual equivalence which
does distinguish between M1 and M2 of (3) above. Although the environment may not
have migration rights to k, it may, a priori, have a process running there. If this were
allowed, and the environment had the appropriate capability on the channel a at k then
the systems M1 and M2 could be distinguished. The question then arises of 0nding a
bisimulation based characterisation for this modi0ed contextual equivalence.
We address a parameterised version of this problem. Let T be the set of locations
at which a priori the environment can place testing processes and let ∼=Trbc be the
resulting contextual equivalence. Unfortunately, this is not characterised by the natural
modi0cation to the equivalence ≈mbis , which we denote by ≈Tbis . This is de0ned using
actions such as
✄M k:a!v−→T ′✄N (5)
which are only allowed if either the environment has migration rights to k, as before,
or k is in T. A counterexample is given in Section 5.2.
It turns out that we must be careful about the location at which information is
learnt. Information about k learnt at l cannot be used without the capability to move
to k. However, this information must be retained because that move capability may
subsequently be obtained. This leads to a more complicated form of environment ,
which records
• locations at which testing processes may be placed, T;
• globally available information on capabilities at locations;
• similar locally available information.
The details are given in Section 5.2, which also contains a generalisation of the typed
actions of (1) above to these more complicated environments. The 0nal result of the
paper is that the new bisimulation equivalence based on these actions again captures
the contextual equivalence:
In DPI with controlled migration,  |=M ≈Tbis N if and only if  |=M ∼=Trbc N .
2. The language DPI
2.1. Syntax
The syntax, given in Fig. 1, is a slight extension of that of DPI from [11]. This
presupposes a general set of names Names ranged over by n; m, and a set of variables
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M;N ::= Systems
l<P= Located Process
M |N Composition
(new n : E) M Name Scoping
0 Termination
P;Q ::= Processes
u!〈V 〉P Output
u?(X : T)P Input
goto v:P Migration
if u = v then P else Q Matching
(newc n : A) P Channel Name creation
(newreg n : G) P Registered Name creation
(newloc k : K) with P in Q Location Name creation
P |Q Composition
∗ P Replication
stop Termination
U; V;W ::= Values
(1; : : : ; n); n¿0 tuples
; ′ ::= Generalised Identi6ers
u Identi0ers
(u1; : : : ; un)@u; n¿0 Located Identi0ers
Fig. 1. Syntax of DPI.
Vars ranged over by x; y; informally we will often use a; b; c; : : : for names of channels
and l; k; : : : for locations or sites. Identi6ers, ranged over by u; v; w, may either be
variables or names. The syntax also uses a set of types, which are de0ned in Fig. 4;
discussion of these is postponed until the next section.
From Fig. 1 we can see that values take the form of tuples (1; : : : ; n), for n¿0.
Each i can be a simple identi0er, referring to a local channel or a location, or it may
take the form (u1; : : : ; un)@u, representing a sequence of channels (u1; : : : ; un) each
located at u.
Compound values are deconstructed using patterns, ranged over by the meta-
variables X; Y; : : : ; these are values comprised entirely of distinct variables. For example
the pattern (x; (y1; y2)@z) will deconstruct a value into two components, requiring the
second one to have the form (n1; n2)@k.
The syntax is built in a two-level structure, the lower level being processes, agents
or threads. The syntax here is an extension of the -calculus, [17], with primitives for
migration between locations. As in the -calculus, we have input and output of values
on channels, parallelism and the terminated process stop. We also allow matching and
mismatching, with the construct if u = v then P else Q, a form of recursion, ∗P, and
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three forms of name creation:
• (newc a : A) P, the creation of a new local channel of type A called a.
• (newreg n : rc〈A〉) P, the creation of a new registered name for located channels
of type A. These may be used in the declaration types of locations and treated
uniformly across them.
• (newloc k : K) with P in Q, the creation of a new location k of type K, with the
code P running there, in parallel with the code Q running at the original location.
Our typing system will ensure that K is a well-formed location type; for example,
this means that it may only use the registered channel names.
Systems are constructed from located threads, of the form l<P=, representing the thread
P running at location l. These may be combined with the parallel operator | and names
may be shared between threads using the construct (new n : E); the form of type E
will depend on whether n is a location, a local channel, or a registered name.
Processes, systems and indeed types may contain occurrences of variables, and
these may be bound in the construct u?(X : T)P; if x appears in the pattern X then
all occurrences of x in T and P are bound. This leads to the notions of free and
bound variables, capture-avoiding substitution of identi0ers for variables, P{|v=x|}, and -
equivalence. These are all standard apart from substitutions into (location) types, which
is not quite syntactic; the details of substitution into types may be found in
De0nition 2. We say that a system or process term is closed if it contains no free
occurrences of variables.
The language also contains binding constructs for names, (newc n : A) P, (newreg n :
G P)(newreg n : G) P and (newloc k : K) with C in P in processes. So we also have
the notions of free and bound names in terms, and as usual the de0nition of -
equivalence identi0es terms which only di8er by their use of bound names.
2.2. Reduction semantics
This is given in terms of a binary relation between closed systems:
M → N
and is a mild generalisation of that given in [11] for DPI. It is a contextual relation
between systems; that is, it is preserved by the static operators | and (new e : E). It is
de0ned to be the least such relation which satis0es the axioms and rules in Fig. 2.The
rule (R-STR) merely says that the we are working up to a structural equivalence, ≡,
which abstracts from inessential details in the terms representing systems. Formally,
structural equivalence is de0ned to be the least contextual relation between (closed)
systems which satis0es the axioms in Fig. 3.One of the main forms of reduction in-
volves local communication and is governed by the axiom (R-COM):
k<c!〈V 〉Q= | k<c?(X : T)P= → k<Q= | k<P{|V=X |}=
This uses an obvious generalisation of substitution of values into patterns P{|V=X |}; of
course, this may not be well-de0ned if the structure of the pattern X does not match
that of the value V . The other main form of reduction is migration, governed by the
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(R-COMM)
k<c!〈V 〉Q= | k<c?(X : T)P= → k<Q= | k<P{|V=X |}=
(R-C-CREATE)
k<(newc n : A) P= → (new n : A@k) k<P=
(R-MOVE)
k<goto l:P= → l<P=
(R-R-CREATE)
k<(newreg n : G) P= → (new n : G) k<P=
(R-UNWIND)
k< ∗ P= → k<P | ∗ P=
(R-L-CREATE)
k<(newloc l : L) with C in P= →
(new l : L) (l<C= | k<P=)
(R-SPLIT)
k<P |Q= → k<P= | k<Q=
(R-EQ)
k<if u = u then P else Q= → k<P=
(R-NEQ)
k<if u = v then P else Q= → k<Q= u = v
(R-STR)
M≡N; M → M ′; M ′≡N ′
N → N ′
Fig. 2. Reduction semantics for DPI.
(S-EXTR) (new n : E) (M |N ) = M | (new n : E) N
if n =∈ fn(M)
(S-COM) M |N = N |M
(S-ASSOC) (M |N ) |O = M | (N |O)
(S-ZERO) M | 0 = M
(S-FLIP) (new n : E) (new n′ : E′) N = (new n′ : E′) (new n : E) N
if n =∈ E′; n′ =∈ E
Fig. 3. Structural equivalence for DPI.
rule (R-MOVE):
k<goto l:P= → l<P=
In addition to these we have the unwinding of recursive de0nitions (R-UNWIND) and the
testing of identi0ers for identity, (R-EQ) and (R-NEQ).
The remaining rules are housekeeping in nature. The rule (R-SPLIT) allows the struc-
tural reorganisation of threads so that the main reduction rules can be applied, while the
three rules associated with name binding (R-C-CREATE), (R-R-L-CREATE) and (R-R-CREATE)
allow names declared locally in threads to appear globally at the system level, with
their types appropriately modi0ed.
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3. Typing
In this section we outline the use of types to control resources and the accompanying
typing system. The starting point is similar to the typing system of [11], but there are
three major di8erences:
• We use a new category of types, registered name types, to explicitly manage the
resource names which can be shared between di8erent locations.
• The type expressions are allowed to contain variables, thereby giving rise to what
we call dynamic types; the constraints they place on agent behaviour is determined
dynamically by instantiation of these variables.
• The notion of type environment is changed; here they do not explicitly contain
associations between names and location types.
3.1. The types
The collection of types is an extension of those used in [11], to which the reader is
referred for more background and motivation. In particular we will inherit a subtyping
relation T¡:U with the property of partial meets; that is if two types T1;T2 have a
lower bound, which we denote by T1 ↓ T2, then they have a greatest lower bound
T1 T2. Intuitively, the existence of T1 T2 means that T1 and T2 are consistent, in
that they allow compatible capabilities on values at these types.
The basic set of types may be classi0ed as follows:
Base types: Includes prede0ned types such as int; bool; : : : : Note that it also includes
the type , at which names can only be used for comparison with other names.
Local channel types: Ranged over by A, take the form rw〈T;U〉, indicating that
values may be read at type T and written at type U. These may be restricted to read-
only capability r〈T〉 or write-only capability w〈U〉. We usually abbreviate the type
rw〈T;T〉 to rw〈T〉.
Location types: Ranged over by L;K and may take the form loc[u1 : A1; : : : ; un : An].
A process which obtains a location name at this type may use the resources ui there,
with the capabilities ordained by the local channel type Ai. As in [11] we require ui to
be distinct, although this side condition is omitted from Fig. 4.We identify these types
up to re-ordering of the resources ui. We also abbreviate loc[] to loc.
Registered name types: Ranged over by G, and may take the form rc〈A〉, where A
is a local channel type. One may think of these as types of names which have been
registered as available for use in the declaration of new locations. The intention is that
distinct locations can maintain a uniform naming scheme for common services. For
example print could be declared as a registered name, and then used as part of the
declared resources at a range of di8erent sites or locations. Then code using the name
print can be executed at any of these sites.
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Base Types: B ::= int | bool | unit |  | : : :
Local Channel types: A ::= r〈T〉 | w〈T〉 | rw〈T;U〉
provided U¡:T; U;T closed
Capability Types: R ::= u : A
Location Types: K ::= loc[R1; : : : ;Rn]; n¿0
Registered Name Types: G ::= rc〈A〉
Value Types: C ::= B | A | G | (A˜)@K
Transmission Types: T ::= (C1; : : : ;Cn); n¿0
Fig. 4. Types.
The formation rules for all types are given in Fig. 4. The transmission types, ranged
over by T, are the types at which values may be sent or received over channels.
They consist of tuples the components of which may be base values, local channels,
registered names, or structured values of the composite type (A˜)@K. The usefulness of
the composite types (A˜)@K has been explained at length in [11] to which the reader
is referred to for more details; brieCy these may be viewed as dependent types, with
values of the form (c˜)@u; here ci is the name of a channel of type Ai located at
k, a location name of type K. Note that a location type K can also be viewed as
a transmission type, by identifying it with ()@K. It is also worth pointing out that
variables are only allowed to appear in location types, as in a capability u : A, the
identi0er u may be either a name or a variable.
Formally, the types must be de0ned simultaneously with the subtype relation ¡:
because of the side-condition in the rules for local channels. The rules de0ning subtype
relation are given in Fig. 5,and again these are a minor modi0cation from the subtyping
rules in [11], where motivation may be found, which in turn are a generalisation of the
subtyping rules originally introduced for the -calculus in [18]. In the rule (SUB-LOC) we
use the obvious notation L(u) to denote the channel type associated in the location type
L with the identi0er u. It is easy to check that the de0ned relation ¡: is a pre-order
(even a partial order) but it also has another important property.
Denition 1 (Partial meets). A preorder 〈A;¡〉 is said to have partial meets if every
pair of elements a1; a2 in A which has a lower bound also has a greatest lower bound.
Formally, if there is an element b such that b¡a1; b¡a2 then there exists an element
a1  a2 satisfying
• a1  a2¡a1 and a1  a2¡a2
• for every b such that b¡a1 and b¡a2, we have b¡a1  a2.
Proposition 1. The set of types Types, ordered by ¡: has partial meets.
Proof. As in [11].
Intuitively, T1 T2 exists if the capabilities described by the individual types Ti
are consistent, and it is obtained by “unioning” their capabilities. This operation will
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(SUB-CTOP)
T¡:
(SUB-TUPLE)
base¡:base
(SUB-CHAN)
T1¡:T2;U1¡:U2
T2¡:U1
w〈T2〉¡:w〈T1〉
r〈U1〉¡:r〈U2〉
rw〈U1; T2〉¡:rw〈U2; T1〉
T¡:U
rw〈U; T 〉¡:w〈T 〉
rw〈U; T 〉¡:r〈U 〉
T;U closed
(SUB-LOC)
L(ui)¡:Ai ; 16i6k
L¡:loc[u1 : A1; : : : ; uk : Ak ]
(SUB-CAP)
A¡:A′
u : A¡:u : A′
(SUB-HOM)
A1¡:A2; K1¡:K2
A1@K1¡:A2@K2
rc〈A1〉¡:rc〈A2〉
(SUB-TUPLE)
Ci¡:C′i
(C˜)¡:(C˜′)
Fig. 5. Subtyping.
be used extensively in our type inference system. It is also used in the de0nition of
syntactic substitution of identi0ers for variables into types, referred to in the previous
section.
Denition 2 (Substitution into types). The partial operation of substitution into types,
T{|v=x|}, is de0ned by induction. For location types we have
loc[u1 : A1; : : : ; un : An]{|v=x|}
= loc[u1{|v=x|} : A1]  · · ·  loc[un{|v=x|} : An]
For channel types the de0nition is trivial, as they are required to be closed. For the re-
maining types the de0nition is extended homomorphically. So for example
(T˜){|v=x|} = (T1{|v=x|}; : : : ;Tn{|v=x|}).
We end this subsection with some examples; we will often omit individual type
annotations, particularly when they play no role in the discussion, and will use standard
abbreviations, such as omitting trailing occurrences of stop.
Example 1 (Remote channel types). Consider the location type
Ls = loc[quest : Tq; ping : Tp; kill : Tk ]
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at which a typical service site s might be declared. Such a service would respond to
calls on the three ports, quest; ping, and kill. The 0rst might be a method which
provides a speci0c function, such as testing integers for primality, the second might
allow the state of the service to be tested, while the third would give a client the
ability to disable the site. The agent responsible for creating s has the possibility of
publicising its existence either at the declaration type Ls or at one of its subtypes, such
as:
loc[quest : Tq; ping : Tp]
loc[quest : Tq]
loc
This allows the agent to provide selective access to the services available at the server.
A typical server would take the form
s< internals | ∗ quest?(X : Uq) : : :
∗ ping?(X : Up) : : :
∗ kill?(X : Uk) : : : =
where internals represents some internal code necessary to set-up and control the ser-
vices. Let us look at one example of servicing requests. Suppose the service checks
whether or not a supplied integer is a prime number. So at the channel quest the
service receives an integer, and a return address; it checks if the integer is a prime
and returns the answer at the pro8ered address:
s< : : : | ∗ quest?(x; y@z) goto z:y!〈isprime(x)〉
∗ ping?(X : Up) : : :
∗ kill?(X : Uk) : : : =
Here the integer is bound to x, while the address consists of two parts, a channel,
bound to y, at some unknown site, bound to z. We use isprime(x) as shorthand for
some computation at the site s which returns the value true or false, depending on
whether the input x is prime.
A typical client, residing at c, takes the form
c<(newc r : rw〈bool〉) goto s:quest!〈v; r@c〉 | r?(z) : : : =
Here a new return channel r is generated and a process is sent to the service s with
the integer to be tested v, and the return address r@c. Meanwhile back at the client the
result is awaited on the local channel r.
The type of the service at the port quest, denoted Tq above, takes the form r〈Uq〉,
where Uq is a tuple type. The 0rst component is int while the second is a type for a
remote channel at some unknown location; the fact that the location (of the client) is
unknown, or arbitrary, allows the service to be used by any client. Since the capability
to write a boolean is required of the remote channel the type Uq is given by
〈 int; w〈bool〉@loc〉
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Example 2 (Personalised service). Here we consider a variation of the servers in
Example 1 which can be personalised so as to respond only to a speci0c site. Consider
the following system, which receives requests for new services:
center< setup?((x1; x2)x@z) (newloc s : Ls) with P(x2; z) in
goto z:x1!〈s〉 =
Here a request is received at setup for a new service, which is established at a new
site s, whose name is returned to the address bound to x1@z. The second address, x1@z
is used as part of the code P(x2; z) which is installed in the newly generated site:
∗quest?(x) goto z:x2!〈isprime(x)〉 : : :
So the type of the server site would take the form
Ls = loc[quest : rw〈int〉; ping : : : : ]
Then an example client such as
me<(newc r1 : rw〈loc〉) (newc r2 : rw〈bool〉) goto center:setup!〈(r1; r2)@me〉 : : : =
receives personalised treatment; the new site will always reply to a channel at the site
me.
Example 3 (Shared interfaces). Here we demonstrate the usefulness of the new type
category of registered names in setting up shared interfaces among di8erent sites.
Consider a system of the form
(newreg put : rc〈Tp〉; get : rc〈Tg〉) (Bserver |Client1 |Client2 | : : : )
consisting of a bank account server Bserver and a number of clients. The system is
within the scope of two registered names, put and get, registered at speci0c types
Tp and Tg on which we will not elaborate. This pair of typed names may serve,
informally, as the interface for bank accounts created by the server for the various
clients. An example server would take the form:
Bserver⇐ s< ∗ request?(x : int; y@z)
(newloc b : Lb) with : : : put; get : : : in
goto z:y!〈b〉 =
Here a request is received, consisting of an initial amount x and a return address y@z.
A new bank account is established at some new site b, whose name is forwarded to the
return address. For simplicity we ignore the actual code for running the bank account
but it uses put and get as access ports. The declaration type of the new account uses
the registered names:
Lb = loc[put : Tp; get : Tg]
A typical client will look like:
Client⇐ me<(newc r : rw〈Lb〉) goto s:request!〈100; r@me〉 | r?(x) : : : =
It generates an appropriate reply channel, sends it to the server and then awaits the
name of the new account.
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All new accounts received by clients will now have the same interface, consisting
of the two methods put; get at the types Tp and Tg. More importantly, the code
developed by each client is independent of the actual account at which it will be run,
so long as it respects the published interface; that is so long as it uses put; get in
accordance with the types Tp and Tg.
Example 4 (Dynamic interfaces). In the previous example the server generates the new
bank accounts and informs the client. An alternative scheme would be for the clients
to be responsible for setting up the accounts and the server would merely administer
the shared interface:
Server⇐ (newreg put : rc〈Tp〉; get : rc〈Tg〉)
s< ∗ request?(y@z)
goto z:y!〈put; get〉 =
Here, on receipt of a request the server simply forwards the two registered names put
and get. A typical client would look like:
Client⇐ me<(newc r : Tr) goto s:request!〈r@me〉 |
r?(y; z) (newloc b : Ly;z) with : : : code : : : in : : : =
Here the client, in response to a request, receives two registered names which are
bound to y and z and then a new bank account is set up with a declaration type
Ly;z = loc[y : Tg; z : Tp]
Note that this again is a dynamic type, which will be instantiated at run-time. Also
the type of the reply channel used by clients, Tr is for registered names, rather than
channels. Here it may be 〈put : rc〈Tp〉; get : rc〈Tg〉〉.
The net e8ect is that all bank accounts established by clients who use the server
will share the same interface.
3.2. Type environments
A type judgement will take the form  M where  is a type environment, a list
of assumptions about the types to be associated with the identi0ers in the system M .
These can take the form
• u : loc, meaning that u is a location;
• u : rc〈A〉, meaning u represents a registered name of type A;
• u : A@w, meaning the channel u located at w has type A.
In general, an arbitrary list of such assumptions may not be consistent. For example
we should not be able to introduce an assumption u : loc if u is already designated
as a channel, or introduce u : A@w unless w is known to be a location. In order to
describe the set of valid, or well-formed, environments we introduce judgements of the
form
  env
An environment may contain several entries for a name u but the judgements ensure
that each instance is either as a registered name or located at a unique location. The
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(E-EMPTY)
 env
(E-BASE)
  env
; u :  env u =∈ 
(E-NEW-LCHAN)
  env
  w : loc
; u : A@w  env u =∈ 
(E-REF-LCHAN)
  env
  w : loc
  u : rc〈B〉; B¡:A
; u : A@w  env u@w =∈ dom()
(E-RCHAN)
  env
; u : rc〈A〉  env u =∈ 
(E-LOC)
  env
; u : loc env u =∈ 
Fig. 6. Well-formed environments.
inference rules are given in Fig. 6and are straightforward. A valid environment  can
always be extended by an entry u : base; u : loc or u : rc〈A〉 provided the identi0er
u is new to . Also, using (E-NEW-LCHAN), it can be extended by a located channel
association u : A@w provided u is new and w is known to be a location; this corre-
sponds to adding dynamically a completely new channel name at the location w. On
the other hand the rule (E-REF-LCHAN) allows locations to share channel names. Here the
side-condition (see the de0nition of the domain of an environment below) ensures that
u can not already exist at the location w, but it may exist elsewhere; that is  may
contain an association u : A′@w′ for some w′ di8erent than w. But to introduce such a
name, to be shared among various locations, it must already be declared as a registered
name, and it can only be introduced at w with a subtype of its declared type. This
is the import of the premise u : rc〈B〉 and the condition B¡:A. So in general local
channel names may exist at di8erent locations but all their local types are consistent,
in that they have the declared type B as a lower bound.
Denition 3 (Environment domains). For any environment  we de0ne its domain
dom() to be { u |   u : T for some global type T }∪{ u@w |   u : A@w for some
located type A }.
The association between identi0ers and types may be generalised in a natural manner
to values. This is achieved by judgements of the form  w V : T and the rules are
given in Fig. 7.The basic axioms are (T-CHAN), (T-RCHAN) and (T-LOC); the other rules
merely extend the resulting associations structurally to other values and other types.
Note that for many judgements, such as  w v : rc〈A〉, the inference is independent
of the location w; in such cases the subscript will normally be omitted. Note also that
to infer a location type,   v : loc[u1 : A; : : : ; un : An], it is necessary for each ui to
be a registered name in .
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(T-CHAN)
; u : A@w; ′  env
; u : A@w; ′ w u : A′ A¡:A
′
(T-RCHAN)
; u : rc〈A〉; ′  env
; u : rc〈A〉; ′ w u : rc〈A′〉 A¡:A
′
(T-LOC)
; u : loc; ′  env
; u : loc; ′ w u : loc
(T-BASE)
  env
 w v : base v ∈ base
(T-LOCATED-CHANNEL)
 w ui : Ai@v
 w v : K
 w (u˜)@v : (A˜)@K
(T-LOC)
 w v : loc
 w ui : Ai@v
 w ui : rc〈Di〉; Di¡:Ai
 w v : loc[u1 : A1; : : : ; un : An]
(T-TUPLE)
 w ui : Ti
 w (u˜) : (T˜)
Fig. 7. Type rules for values.
Proposition 2. Suppose  is a valid environment, that is   env. Then
(i)  w V : T1 and  w V : T2 implies  w V : T1 T2
(ii)  w u : A and  w u : rc〈B〉 implies  w u : rc〈AB〉
(iii)  w u : r〈T〉 and  w u : w〈U〉 implies U¡:T
(iv)  w u : U and U¡:T implies  w u : T.
Proof. Straightforward inductions on the inferences of the judgements.
Valid type environments may also be compared by their ability to associate types to
identi0ers:
Denition 4 (Environment extensions). For valid type environments let 162 if for
all identi0ers w; u, 2 w u : T2 implies 1 w u : T1 for some T1¡:T2.
Proposition 3. Let Envs be the set of all valid environments. Then the preorder
〈Envs;6〉 has partial meets.
Proof. First note that Envs ordered by 6 is indeed a preorder but not a partial order.
For example if 1; 2 denote the environments
k : loc; l : loc and l : loc; k : loc
respectively, then 162 and 261 but they are di8erent environments.
Suppose there is a valid environment 2 such that 26i for i=1; 2 we show how
to construct a valid environment 1 2. The construction is by induction on the size
of 2. If it is empty then the result is obviously 1 itself. Otherwise it is of the
form ′2; u : T and we may assume 1 ′2 exists. Then 1 2 is constructed by
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extending 1 ′2; the precise extension depends on u and T. If u =∈ dom(1 ′2)
then the construction gives 1 ′2; u : T. So let us assume that u∈ dom(1 ′2).
• T is loc: The construction gives 1 ′2 itself.
• T is base: Similar.
• T is rc〈A〉: Here there are two cases:
◦ If u : rc〈B〉 appears in 1 ′2 then the result is obtained by replacing that entry
with u : rc〈BA〉.
◦ Otherwise we can assume that u : rc〈B〉 does not appear in 1 ′2 for any B but
we do have an entry u : B@w. Let 2 be obtained by removing this entry. Then
the construction gives 2; u : rc〈BA〉; u : B@w.
• T has the form A@w: Here again there are a number of cases:
◦ Suppose u : rc〈B〉 and u : A′@w appear in 1 ′2. Then the construction gives
the result of replacing these with u : rc〈BA〉; u : (AA′)@w, respectively.
◦ Suppose u : rc〈B〉 appears in 1 ′2 but u : A′@w does not, for any A′. Here
the construction gives 2; u : A′@w where 2 is the result of replacing the entry
u : rc〈B〉 in 1 ′2 with u : rc〈BA〉.
◦ Suppose there is no entry of the form u : rc〈B〉 but there is u : A′@w. Then the
construction replaces that entry with u : AA′.
◦ Finally, suppose there is no entry u : rc〈B〉 but there is one of the form u : A′@w′
for some w′ di8erent from w. Let 2 be the result of removing that entry. Then
the construction gives 2; u : rc〈AA′〉; u : A@w; u : A@w′.
We leave the reader to check that this construction is correct; that is
• 1 2  env,
• 1 26i for i = 1; 2,
• If 26i for i = 1; 2 then 261 2.
Our 0rst use of this partial meet operation is to construct a type environment from
a value V and a type T, relative to a location identi0er w; this will be denoted by
〈V : T〉@w.
Denition 5 (Constructing environments). We de0ne the list of type associations
〈V : T〉@w by induction on the structure of V ; in certain cases it will also be a valid
type environment.
• V is an identi0er u and T is a local channel type A. Then 〈V : T〉@w is the list of
size two, w : loc; u : T@w. If T is a located channel type A@k then 〈V : T〉@w is
k : loc; u : A@k. Note that in the latter case w plays no role in the construction of
the list.
• V is an identi0er u and T is a location type loc[v1 : B1; : : : ; vk : Bk ]. Here 〈V : T〉@w
is the list u : loc; v1 : B1@u; : : : ; vk : Bk@u. Note again that w plays no role.
• V is the structured name (u1; : : : ; un)@v.
Here T must have the form (A1; : : : ;An)@K and again, the resulting list 〈V : T〉@w
will be independent of w. It is constructed in the natural manner; 0rst we con-
struct the list associated with K, and then add on the associations for ui. This gives
〈v : K〉@w; u1 : A1@v; : : : ; un : An@v.
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(T-RNEW)
; n : rc〈A〉 M
  (new n : rc〈A〉) M
(T-CNEW)
; n : A@k M
  (new n : A@k) M
(T-LNEW)
 〈k : K〉 M
 〈k : K〉 w k : K
  (new k : K) M
(T-PAR)
 M
  N
 M |N
(T-THREAD)
 k P : proc
  k : loc
  k<P=
Fig. 8. Typing systems.
• V is the tuple (1; : : : ; n). In this case we need T to be of the form (C1; : : : ;Cn), in
which case the resulting list 〈V : T〉@w is constructed by induction: 〈1 : T1〉@w · · · 
〈n : Tn〉@w.
We have seen that the construction of 〈V : T〉@w is often independent of the location
w, for example in the case when T is a location type. In such cases we will render
this simply as 〈k : K〉.
3.3. Type inference
We are now ready to describe the type inference system for ensuring that systems
are well-typed. There are two form of judgements, for systems and threads. The type
inference rules for the 0rst,
 M;
meaning that M is a well-typed system relative to , are given in Fig. 8.The intention
is that whenever such a judgement can be inferred it will follow that  is a well-formed
environment.
The main inference rule is (T-THREAD). In order to ensure that k<P= is a well-typed
system we must show that the thread is well-typed to run at k. The typing of threads
must be relative to a location because it may use local channels; these channels must
exist at k. There is also a subtlety in the typing of name creation. First note that in
these, and all subsequent rules, we assume that all bound names in a conclusion do
not appear free in any assumptions. Thus in (T-LNEW) when constructing  〈k : K〉 we
know that k is actually new to ; so e8ectively the type associations in 〈k : K〉 are
simply appended to those in . However we also have to check that K is a properly
formed location type, that is that all the names it uses are registered resources; this is
achieved by the judgement in the second premise.
Finally, the typing rules for the judgements on threads
 w P : proc
are given in Fig. 9,many of which should be familiar from typing systems for the -
calculus. For example (T-IN) says that to ensure the process u?(X : T)P is well-typed
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(T-OUTPUT)
 w P : proc
 w V : T
 w u :w〈T〉
 w u!〈V 〉P : proc
(T-IN)
 〈X : T〉@w w P : proc
 w u : r〈T〉
 w u?(X : T)P : proc
(T-GO)
 w u : loc
 u P : proc
 w goto u:P : proc
(T-STOP)
 w env
 w stop : proc
(T-L-NEW)
 〈k : K〉 w P : proc
 〈k : K〉 k Q : proc
 〈k : K〉 w k : K
 w (newloc k : K) with Q in P : proc
(T-MATCH)
 w u : T; v : U
 w Q : proc
 〈u : U〉@w 〈v : T〉@w w P : proc;
(whenever ( 〈u : U〉  〈v : T〉) env)
 w if u = v then P else Q : proc
(T-R-NEW)
; n : G w P : proc
 w (newreg n : G) P : proc
(T-C-NEW)
; n : A@w w P : proc
 w (newc n : A)P : proc
(T-REP)
 w P : proc
 w ∗ P : proc
(T-PAR)
 w P : proc
 w Q : proc
 w P |Q : proc
Fig. 9. Typing threads.
relative to  to run at location w we must ensure that
• u is a channel with read capability of the appropriate type at w, that is  w u : r〈T〉;
• the residual is well-typed in the environment  augmented by assuming the variables
in the pattern X have the types assigned to them by the incoming type T, that is
 〈X : T〉@w w P : proc.
The rules (T-OUTPUT), (T-STOP), (T-PAR) and (T-REP) are informed in the same manner
from similar rules for the -calculus. The rule (T-GO) is a natural one for typing the
process goto u:P and note that the requirements are actually independent of the current
location w. The three rules governing the generation of new names at the three kinds of
types A; K and G should be self-explanatory. Finally, the rule (T-MATCH) is motivated
at length in [11] where it is argued to be essential in capability based type systems.
BrieCy when establishing that if u = v then P else Q is well-typed with respect to  we
need to ensure that both P and Q are well-typed. However in the case of P is executed
we can take advantage of the fact that the identi0ers u and v are in fact the same.
Consequently, any typing information associated with them can be amalgamated. So
we need only establish that P is well-typed with respect to the augmented environment
 〈u : U〉@w 〈v : T〉@w; here the type of u is augmented by that of v, namely U, while
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that of v is augmented with T, the type of u. Note however that this is only necessary
if the augmented environment actually exists; when it does not exist we know that u
can never be the same as v and therefore P will never be executed.
3.4. Properties of the typing system
We are mainly interested in establishing Subject Reduction but this requires a se-
ries of preliminary results which we 0rst outline. We often abbreviate the judgement
 w P : proc to  w P. First two standard properties one would expect:
Proposition 4.
• (Weakening) Suppose ; ′ are two well-de6ned environments such that ′¡:.
Then  M implies ′ M .
• (Strengthening) Suppose ; u : EM and u does not occur in the free identi6ers
of M . Then  M .
Proof. Standard. Note however that corresponding results must be 0rst established for
the typing systems for values and processes.
One standard property which does not hold is Interchange:
1; u1 : T1; u2 : T2; M implies 1; u2 : T2; u1 : T1; M
because one cannot arbitrarily switch the entries in a well-typed environment. This
property usually plays a central role in proofs of Subject Reduction and here we have
to 0nd a replacement. In a preorder 〈A;¡〉 with partial meets (as opposed to a partial
order) the meet a b of two elements is not uniquely determined; there may be more
than one element which satis0es the de0nition. But all are related with respect to the
equivalence relation ≡ de0ned by
a ≡ b if a ¡ b and b ¡ a
Moreover in any preorder with partial meet we have the identities
a b ≡ b a; (6)
a (b c) ≡ (a b) c: (7)
Recall that Envs ordered by ¡ is a preorder is such a structure. Moreover from
Weakening we know that whenever 1 ≡ 2
1 M if and only if 2 M
and similarly for processes and values. Thus, we can rearrange valid environments
using identities (6) and (7) above without changing their use in the inference of typing
judgements. These judgements will be used in place of Interchange.
The main diFculty in establishing the Subject Reduction resides in showing the
reduction rule (R-COM) preserves well-typing. This amounts to showing that  k c!〈V 〉
Q | c?(X )R implies  k Q |R{|V=X |} and proving
 k R{|V=X |} (8)
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is the non-trivial part. After some analysis, the premise yields the statements
 〈X : T〉@k k R and   V : T@w (9)
Our aim is to establish a Substitution result, which will be suFcient to infer (8)
from (9).
However, here the notation for the constructed environment 〈X : T〉@k hides consider-
able complexity; the type T may be any of the allowed transmission types, for local or
non-local channels, for locations, or for structured values. Accordingly we will isolate
the particular cases, and treat some of them individually. Combining them will give
our general Substitution result, Theorem 1 on 28.
The most diFcult individual case is when the value being substituted is a location;
this is tackled in Proposition 6. But we start with considering the case when the value
substituted is a local channel.
Proposition 5 (Local channel substitutions). Suppose  w v : A and   w1 : loc. Then,
if x does not appear in 
Values: ; x : A@w w1 U : T implies  w1 U{|v=x|} : T.
Processes: ; x : A@w w1 R implies  w1 :R{|v=x|}.
Proof. Throughout the proof we let ′ denote {|v=x|} for any appropriate syntactic
object .
The result for values is easily established by induction on the inference of the judge-
ment ; x : A@w w1 U : T. The base cases, when one of the axioms (T-NAME), (T-RCHAN)
or (T-LOC) is used, requires an argument which depends on whether U is the variable
x or not. All other cases follow straightforwardly by induction.
Similarly, the result for processes is proved by induction on the inference of ; x :
A@w w1 R and an analysis of the last rule used. We examine two typical cases.
• Suppose ; x : A@w w1 u?(X : T)R because
(i) ; x : A@w w1 u : r〈T〉 and
(ii) (; x : A@w) 〈X : T〉@w w1 R.
Applying the 0rst result to (i) we obtain
(i′)  w1 u′ : r〈T〉.
In (ii), since  w1 w : loc, the environment may be written as ( 〈x : A〉@w)
 〈X : T〉@w1 which is equivalent to ( 〈X : T〉@w1) 〈x : A〉@w. Thus (ii) may
be rewritten as
(ii′) ( 〈X : T〉@w1) 〈x : A〉@w w1 R
Here we can apply induction to obtain
(ii′′) ( 〈X : T〉@w1)w1 R′.
Now the input rule (T-IN) can be applied to (i′) and (ii′′) to obtain the required
 w1 u′?(X : T)R′. Note that our conventions about bound variables ensures that
u′?(X : T)R′ is the same as (u?(X : T)R)′.
• Suppose ; x : A@w w1 if u1 = u2 then P else Q. Then we know
(i) ; x : A@w w1 u1 : T; u2 : U;
(ii) ; x : A@w w1 Q;
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(iii) (; x : A@w) 〈u1 : U〉@w1  〈u2 : T〉@w1 w1 P, provided the environment (; x :
A@w) 〈u1 : U〉@w1  〈u2 : T〉@w1 exists.
Applying the 0rst result to (i) and induction to (ii) we obtain
(i′)  w1 u′1 : T; u′2 : U;
(ii′)  w1 Q′.
Now suppose the environment  〈u′1 : U〉@w1  〈u′2 : T〉@w1 exists. In this case
we need to show
 〈u′1 : U〉@w1  〈u′2 : T〉@w1 w1 P′ (10)
from which we can obtain the required conclusion
 w1 if u′1 = u′2 then P′ else Q′:
Establishing (10) requires an analysis of whether u1, or u2, or both coincide with
x. As an example suppose u1 = x but u2 = x, in which case w and w1 must be
the same location. So we know that  〈v : U〉@w1  〈u2 : T〉@w1  env, and since
 w v : A this means that
; x : A@w 〈x : U〉@w1  〈u2 : T〉@w1  env
So from (iii) we know
; x : A@w 〈x : U〉@w1  〈u2 : T〉@w1 w1 P
However, this environment may be written as  〈u2 : T〉@w1; x : (AU)@w and
therefore by Weakening we have
 〈v : U〉@w1  〈u2 : T〉@w1; x : (AU)@w w1 P
Since  〈v : U〉@w1  〈u2 : T〉@w1  v : (AU)@w1 we may apply induction to ob-
tain the required (10).
Unfortunately, the substitution of locations requires a more complicated formulation.
In this case our premise is that   v : K, for some location type K, the inductive
hypothesis is
 〈x : K〉 w R (11)
and we need to prove  w R{|v=x|}. As an example suppose R has the form goto x:c?
(y : A)P. Then from the second premise of (T-IN) we will be able to deduce that
( v : K); y : A@x x P
However at this point we will be unable to perform induction because this is not an
instance of the inductive hypothesis (11). Instead, we will need to generalise (11) and
unfortunately this will mean substituting v for x not only in process terms but also in
environments.
Denition 6 (Substituting into environments). Suppose  is a valid environment. We
de0ne [ v=x ], the substitution of v for x in , by induction on the size of . If it is
empty then so is [ v=x ]. So we may assume  has the form ′; u : T and that ′[ v=x ]
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has been de0ned.
• If T has the form ; rc〈A〉 or loc then [ v=x ] is given by ′[ v=x ] u{|v=x|} : T.
• Otherwise it must be of the form A@w and [ v=x ] is de0ned to be
′[ v=x ] 〈u{|v=x|} : A〉@w{|v=x|}.
Lemma 1. Suppose   env. Then
•  〈x : loc〉  〈v : loc〉  env implies [ v=x ] env.
•  〈x : rc〈A〉〉  〈v : rc〈A〉〉  env implies [ v=x ] env.
Proof. By induction on the size of .
With this new notation we are now able to formulate an appropriate substitution
result for locations.
Proposition 6 (Location substitutions). Suppose 1  v : K and x does not appear in
1. Then
Environments: 1  〈x : K〉 2  env implies 1 2[ v=x ] env.
Values: 1  〈x : K〉 2 w U : T implies 1 2[ v=x ]w{v=x} U{|v=x|} : (T{|v=x|}).
Processes: 1  〈x : K〉 2 w R implies 1 2[ v=x ]w{v=x} R{|v=x|}.
Proof. Note that the previous lemma ensures that 2[ v=x ] is a well-de0ned environment.
The 0rst result is proved by induction on  while the second is by induction on
the inference of the judgement 1  〈x : K〉 2 w U : T; we leave the details to the
reader.
The result for processes is by induction on the inference of 1  〈x : K〉 2 w R
and an analysis of the last rule used. We give one representative example, using the
notation ′, explained in the previous proposition.
Suppose 1  〈x : K〉 2 w (newloc l : L) with Q in P because
(i) (1  〈x : K〉 2) 〈l : L〉 l Q,
(ii) (1  〈x : K〉 2) 〈l : L〉 w P,
(iii) 1  〈x : K〉 2  〈l : L〉 w l : L.
Using the associativity of  we can rearrange (i) to the form
1  〈x : K〉  (2  〈l : L〉)l Q
to which induction can be applied to give
1  (2  〈l : L〉)′ l Q′
However once more the environment can be rearranged to give
(i′) 1  (′2) 〈l : L〉)l Q′.
A similar argument can be used to obtain
(ii′) 1  (′2) 〈l : L〉)w′ P′
while the result for values gives
(iii′) 1  (′2) 〈l : L〉)w′ l : L:
Now (T-NEWL) can be applied to (i′) to (iii′) to obtain the required 1 2 w′
(newloc l : L) with (Q′) in (P′).
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The substitution of registered names needs a formulation similar to that of locations.
For example, consider an attempt to prove
; x : rc〈A〉 w (newloc k : loc[x : B]) with Q in P (12)
This will be reduced to an attempt to prove
; x : rc〈A〉; k : loc; x : B@k w P
which is not of the form (12).
Proposition 7 (Registered name substitutions). Suppose 1  v : rc〈A〉 and x does not
appear in 1. Then
Environments: 1  〈x : rc〈A〉〉 2  env implies 1 2[ v=x ] env.
Values: 1  〈x : rc〈A〉〉 2 w U : T@ implies 1 2[ v=x ]w U{|v=x|} : (T){|v=x|}.
Processes: 1  〈x : rc〈A〉〉 2 w R implies 1 2[ v=x ]w R{|v=x|}.
Proof. Left to the reader.
We can now state the Substitution result in the required form:
Theorem 1 (Substitutions). Suppose  w V : T,   w : loc and the variables in X do
not appear in . Then  〈X : T〉@w w R implies  w{V=X} R{|V=X |}.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of the type T. When it has the form
A the result follows from Proposition 5 and the cases A@k and base are similar. When
T is a location type it follows from Proposition 6 and when it is of the form rc〈B〉 it
follows from Proposition 7. The remaining cases can be proved by induction.
We are now ready to outline the main result of this section.
Theorem 2 (Subject reduction). If  M and M → N then   N .
Proof. It is a question of examining in turn each of the rules in Fig. 2. The rule (R-STR)
requires the result
M≡N and  M implies   N;
the details of which may be found in [11]. We examine two typical cases from the
remaining in Fig. 2.
(R-COMM): Suppose   k<c!〈V 〉Q= | k<c?(X : T)P=. We have to show that
  k<Q= | k<P{|V=X |}=, which will follow if we can prove
(i)  k Q and
(ii)  k P{|V=X |}
The 0rst is an easy consequence of the hypothesis while the second will follow from
Theorem 1 if we can establish
(a)  k V : T and
(b)  〈X : T〉@w k P
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The hypothesis implies  k c?(X : T)P which means (b) is satis0ed but also that
 k c : r〈T〉. On the other hand the hypothesis also implies that  k c!〈V 〉Q which
means that  k V : U for some type U such that  k c :w〈U〉. However
Proposition 2(iii) implies that U¡: T and part (iv) of the same proposition gives
(a) and we are 0nished.
(R-C-CREATE): Suppose   k<(newc n : A) P=. To establish the judgement
  (new n :A@k)k<P= it is suFcient, by (T-C-NEW), to prove
; n : A@k k P (13)
But the only way to establish the hypothesis is by the rule (T-CNEW) in Fig. 8, for
which we need ; n : A@k  k<P=, which can only be established from (T-THREAD), for
which (13) is necessary.
4. Contextual equivalence in DPI
We now turn to the issue of de0ning a notion of equivalence for our language. In
general, the ability to distinguish between systems depends on our knowledge of the
capabilities at the various sites. For example, a client who is not aware of the resource
a at the location k will be unable to perceive any di8erence between the two systems
k<a?(x)P= k<stop=
Thus, as explained in the Introduction, we develop equivalences of the form
 |=M ≈ N (14)
where  is a well-de0ned type environment representing the user’s knowledge of the
capabilities of the systems M and N . Since we are only interested in closed systems,
that is containing no occurrences of free variables, we con0ne our attention to closed
environments, those with no variables in their domains.
It may seem reasonable to assume that the user knows everything about the systems
under scrutiny, but DPI is speci0cally designed to model scenarios in which clients are
given selective knowledge of dynamically created resources.
Example 5 (Extruding names). Let K be the type loc[a : A; b : B] Consider the system
M de0ned by
l<(newloc k : K) with a?(x) S in c!〈k〉 =
This generates a new location k, exports its name along c and installs a service S at k
via the resource a.
The ability of a user to use the service depends on its capability on the channel c
at k. Suppose this can only send values at the type Kb where Kb is loc[b : B], a super-
type of K. When the new name is exported along c there will now be a divergence
between the knowledge of the user and that of the system M . The latter knows that k
supports two resources a and b, while the user is under the illusion that it only support
one, b.
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So we will have to consider triples in (14) above where  will not in general
have suFcient information to type M and N . We will be able to maintain some con-
straints about the typability of M and N by insisting that , the knowledge of the
user, represents a subset of the knowledge of the system. This motivates the following
de0nition:
Denition 7 (Simple con0gurations). A simple con0guration is written as ✄M ,
where
• M is a closed system;
• there exists some 2 such that 2¡:, dom(2) = dom() and;
• 2M .
Rather than simply de0ning an ad hoc bisimulation based equivalence over sim-
ple con0gurations we 0rst introduce a touchstone equivalence by which consider-
ing natural desirable properties that one would expect of behavioural equivalences.
We choose to base this on a generalisation of the reduction barbed congruence
of [12].
A knowledge-indexed relation over systems is a family of binary relations between
systems indexed by closed type environments. We write  |=M R N to mean that
systems M and N are related by R at index  and moreover, ✄M and ✄N form
simple con0gurations. The desirable properties of knowledge-indexed relations which
we consider are as follows:
Reduction closure: We say that a knowledge-indexed relation over systems is
reduction closed if whenever  |=M R N and M → M ′ there exists some N ′ such
that N →∗ N ′ and  |=M ′ R N ′.
Context closure: We say that a knowledge-indexed relation over systems is
contextual if
(i)  |=M R N and ; ′  env implies ; ′ |=M R N .
(ii)  |=M R N and   O implies  |=(M |O) R (N |O).
(iii)  〈n : T〉 |=M R N implies  |=(new n : T) M R (new n : T) N .
Note that in this last clause we have used an abbreviation to cover the three di8erent
forms of names which can be declared, local channels, registered names and locations,
each di8erentiated by the form which T can take. Moreover we assume that n is new
to . The 0rst clause also contains a subtlety; this implies that the equivalence should
be preserved even if the user invents some new names. It would be unreasonable to
rewrite this as
(i′)  |=M R N and ′¡:, where ′  env, implies ′ |=M R N .
This would allow the user to invent new capabilities on resources it has received
from the systems under investigation.
Barb preservation: For any given location k and any given channel a such that
  k : loc and   a : rw〈〉@k we write  M ⇓barb a@k if M →∗ M ′ for some M ′
structurally equivalent to a system of the form (M ′′ | k<a!〈〉P=). Here rw〈〉 indicates the
type of a channel for transmitting the trivial value consisting of the empty tuple; more
correctly it should be rendered as rw〈()〉. We say that a knowledge-indexed relation
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over systems is barb preserving if
 |=M R N and  M ⇓barb a@k implies   N ⇓barb a@k
These three properties determine our touchstone equivalence:
Denition 8 (Reduction barbed congruence). We let ∼=rbc be the largest knowledge-
indexed relation over systems which is
• point-wise symmetric, that is  |=M ∼=rbc N implies  |=N ∼=rbcM ,• contextual,
• reduction closed,
• barb preserving.
We will now characterise ∼=rbc using a labelled transition system and bisimula-
tion equivalence, thereby justifying our particular notion of bisimulations. Note that
knowledge-indexed relations generalise the more usual notion of type-indexed relations
in which one would also demand that  M and   N whenever  |=M R N . Our
characterisations can be instantiated to account for these situations.
4.1. A labelled transition characterisation of contextual equivalence
The labelled transition system we present in this section is informed by recent
work by two of the authors on characterising contextual equivalences for -calculus
with input=output subtyping [9]. This in turn was inCuenced by work by Boreale and
Sangiorgi for a similar language in the absence of the name equality test [2].
A standard labelled transition system for DPI would describe the actions, inputs=
outputs on located channels, which a system could in principle perform. However
because of possible limited knowledge an external user may not be able to provoke
these actions. Our labelled transition system uses typed actions of the form
✄M
−→′✄M ′
where ✄M is a simple con0guration and  takes one of the forms:
Output: Of the value V along the channel c located at k, and exporting the new
names n˜, (n˜)k:c!V .
Input: Of the value V along the channel c located at k, using new names n˜ of type
(E˜), (n˜ : E˜)c?V .
Internal: Unobservable activity, .
The rules determining these relations are given in Fig. 10,and they deserve some
comment. First, for simplicity, internal action is equated with reduction, in the rule
(LTS-RED). The rule (LTS-OUT) says that k<a!〈V 〉P= can only perform the obvious output
action if
• k is known by  to be a location;
• the user has the capability to accept a value from a at k, that is  k a : r〈T〉 for
some transmission type T;
• the information which is being sent to the user does not contradict its current knowl-
edge, that is  〈V : T〉@k exists.
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(LTS-RED)
M −→M ′
(✄M) −→ (✄M ′)
(LTS-OUT)
  k : loc
a : r〈T〉@k ∈ 
(✄ k<a!〈V 〉P=) k:a!V−→ ( 〈V : T〉@k ✄ k<P=)
(LTS-IN)
  k : loc
a :w〈U〉@k ∈ 
 k V : U
(✄ k<a?(X : T)P=) k:a?V−→ (✄ k<P{|V=X |}=)
(LTS-OPEN)
(; n :✄M) (˜n)k:a!V−→ (′✄M ′)
(✄ (new n : E)M)
(nn˜)k:a!V−→ (′✄M ′)
n = a; k
n ∈ fn(V )
(LTS-WEAK)
(; 〈n : E〉✄M) (˜n : E˜)k:a?V−→ (′✄M ′)
(✄M)
(n : En˜ : E˜)k:a?V−→ (′✄M ′)
n = a; k
(LTS-PAR)
(✄M) −→ (′✄M ′)
(✄M |N ) −→ (′✄M ′ |N )
(✄N |M) −→ (′✄N |M ′)
bn() =∈ fn(N )
(LTS-NEW)
(; n :✄M) −→ (′; n :✄M ′)
(✄ (new n : E) M) −→ (′✄ (new n : E) M ′) n =∈ n()
Fig. 10. Typed actions.
In fact in the rule the second requirement is slightly more stringent; we only use one
particular transmission type for V , namely that which appears in  for a at k; this
simply cuts down on the number of possible moves.
The rule for input, (LTS-IN), has a similar Cavour. The located process k<a?(X : T)P=
can only read a value V at the channel a located at k if
(i) the user knows k is a location,
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(ii) the user can write on a located at k at the required type, that is  k w〈U〉, for
some type U,
(iii) the user can type the value V at this the required type,  k V : U.
As in the output case the second requirement is written slightly di8erently; the actual
type U used will be that which appears for a in . Note also that a priori there is no
relationship required between the type at which the value is sent, U, and the type at
which it will be used, T. But it turns out that in the context in which these rules will
be applied (see De0nition 7) the latter will be a super-type of the former.
The remaining rules are familiar from standard treatments of the pi-calculus, but to
handle the environments we have introduced some extra notation. First 〈n : E〉 represents
the obvious environment, if E is a location or registered name type; otherwise E has
the form A@k, when it represents the simple environment 〈n : A〉@k. This is used in the
rule (LTS-WEAK), where we write ; 〈n : E〉 rather than  〈n : E〉 to emphasise that n
does not appear in .
We show that the transition rules are in fact well-de0ned, in the sense that they
form a binary relation between simple con0gurations.
Proposition 8. Suppose ✄M is a simple con6guration. If ✄M
−→′✄N is a
typed action then ′✄N is also a simple con6guration. Moreover,
• if  is (n˜)k:c!V then c : r〈T〉@k ∈  for some T and ′ is  〈V : T〉@k;
• if  is (n˜ : E˜)k:c?V then ′ is ; 〈n˜ : E˜〉.
Proof. By induction on the inference of the typed action ✄M
−→′✄N and an
analysis of the last rule used. As an example consider an application of the rule (LTS-IN).
Here we have
(✄ k<c?(X : T)P=) k:c?V−→ (✄ k<P{|V=X |}=)
because
(i)   k : loc,
(ii) c : w〈U〉@k ∈ for some type U,
(iii)  k V : U.
We know that 2 k<c?(X : T)P= for some 2 such that 2¡: and dom(2) = dom().
We will have the required result if we can show that 2 k<P{|V=X |}=, that is
2k P{|V=X |} (15)
From the hypothesis we know that 2 k<c?(X : T)P=, that is 2k c?(X : T)P. This
can only be derived by the rule (T-IN) which means we must have
(i′) 2k c : r〈T〉,
(ii′) 2 〈X : T〉@k k P : proc.
But (ii) above, and the fact that 2¡:, implies that 2k c : w〈U〉, and therefore
by the third part of Proposition 2 we have U¡:T; the fourth part of the same
proposition, together with (iii) above, then gives  k V : T. This, and the above (ii′)
are the required hypotheses in the Substitution Theorem, Theorem 1, to obtain the
required (15).
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The net e8ect of this proposition is that in typed actions ✄M
−→′✄N the
resulting environment ′ is completely determined by  and .
It is very easy to view these typed actions as simple restrictions on a natural oper-
ational semantics for DPI. Let us write
M
−→N
if 2✄M
−→2′✄N for some 2, 2′ using a variation on the rules from Fig. 10 in
which the typing constraints on 2 are not enforced (note that side-conditions to maintain
freshness of new names are still in place). Then we will have the typed action
✄M
−→′✄N
if and only if
• M can in principle perform the action , that is M −→N
• and the environment  allows the action.
We make the latter statement more precise in the next proposition.
Proposition 9. Suppose ✄M is a simple con6guration.
• (✄M) −→ (′✄N ) if and only if M → N and ′ is .
• (✄M) (˜n)k:a!V−→ (′✄N ) if and only if M (˜n)k:a!V−→ N and
◦   k : loc,
◦ a : r〈T〉@k occurs in , for some type T.
• (✄M) (˜n:E˜)k:a?V−→ (′✄N ) if and only if M k:a?V−→N and
◦   k : loc,
◦  k a : w〈T〉, for some type T,
◦ ; 〈n˜ : E˜〉 k V : T.
Proof. Each statement only requires a simple proof by rule induction.
Denition 9 (Bisimulations). A binary relation R over simple con0gurations is said to
be a bisimulation if C R D implies
• C −→C′ implies D ˆ=⇒D′ for some D′ such that C′ R D′,
• Symmetrically, D −→D′ implies C ˆ=⇒C′ for some C′ such that C′ R D′.
Here we are using the standard notation from [16];

=⇒ means −→ ∗ ◦ −→ ◦ −→ ∗
while
ˆ
=⇒ is −→ ∗ if  is  and =⇒ otherwise; this allows a single internal move
to be matched by zero or move internal moves.
We write  |=M ≈bis N if (✄M) R (✄N ) for some bisimulation R, and say
that M and N are bisimilar in the environment .
Note that the relation ≈bis forms a knowledge-indexed relation over systems by
considering  as a parameter to the relation. Moreover it satis0es all for the properties
in De0nition 8. As an example we will prove that ≈bis is contextual. The following
three lemmas will be helpful in establishing this.
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Lemma 2. If  |=M ≈bis N and ¡:′, where dom()= dom(′), then ′ |=M
≈bis N .
Proof. Straightforward co-induction.
The next lemma ensures that when new values are extruded to the environment the
types at which they become known there are super-types of the type at which they
were declared by the system. Here it will be convenient to use the operator 〈−〉@k,
previously only used for environments, to types. 〈A〉@k gives the system level type
expression A@k; for any other T, that it location and registered name types, 〈T〉@k
returns T itself; it is generalised to lists in the standard manner.
Lemma 3. If ✄M
(˜n)k:c!V−→ ′✄M ′ then M ≡ (new n˜ : 〈T˜〉@k) M ′′ such that if
′ k n˜ : U˜ then T˜¡:U˜.
Proof. We show the case where V is a simple identi0er; but we can use induction to
extend this to the more general case.
Suppose we have ✄M
(n)k:c!n−→ ′✄M ′. It is straightforward to check that ′ is
 〈n : T0〉@k for some T0 such that  contains c : r〈T0〉@k and that M≡(new n :〈T〉@k)
M ′′ for some T and M ′′. Suppose that ′ k n : U . We know from the typing rules
that it must be the case that T0¡:U ; We show that T¡:T0. We know that ✄M
is a con0guration, so there must exist a 2 such that 2M , dom(2)= dom() and
2¡:. We know from this and the typing rule for outputs that
(i) 2k c : w〈T1〉,
(ii) 2 〈n : T〉 k n : T1.
We use (ii) to see that T¡:T1. We also note that 2(c)¡:(c) implies that 2 contains
c : r〈T2〉@k for some T2¡:T0. This fact, along with (i), tells us
T1¡:T2¡:T0
because of the variance condition on read=write channels. Collecting these together we
obtain T¡:T0 as required.
We now show that actions performed jointly by a system and an observer in its
environment can be decomposed into individual components; moreover, these compo-
nents can be recomposed to form again the joint action. The results depend on the fact
that the system is part of a simple con0guration.
Lemma 4 (Composition=decomposition). (i)
(a) If ✄M
(˜n)k:c!V
=⇒ ′✄M ′ and O k:c?V−→O′ then ✄M |O =⇒✄ (new n˜ : E˜)
M ′ |O′ for some E˜.
(b) If ✄M
(˜n:E˜)k:c?V
=⇒ ′✄M ′ and O (˜n)k:c!V−→ O′ then ✄M |O =⇒✄ (new n˜ : E˜)
M ′ |O′.
(ii) If ✄M |O −→✄M ′ and   O then one of the following hold:
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(a) ✄M −→✄M ′′ such that M ′≡M ′′ |O,
(b) O −→O′ such that M ′ ≡ M |O′,
(c) ✄M
(˜n)k:c!V−→ ′✄M ′′ and O k:c?V−→O′ such that
M ′ ≡ (new n˜ : E˜) M ′′ |O′ for some E˜,
(d) ✄M
(˜n:E˜)k:c?V−→ ′✄M ′′ and O (˜n)k:c!V−→ O′ such that
M ′ ≡ (new n˜ : E˜) M ′′ |O′.
Proof. Part (i) is relatively straightforward. We only show the 0rst case as the other
is similar. We can proceed by induction on the number of  actions in the derivation
from the system. For the inductive case this follows easily by the inductive hypothesis
and the fact that | and (new ) are evaluation contexts. We consider the base case in
which ✄M
(˜n)k:c!V−→ ′✄M ′.
By Proposition 9 we see that M
(˜n)k:c!V−→ M ′. By inspecting the transition rules we note
that the following structural forms must hold:
• M ≡ (new n˜ : E˜) (new m˜′ : E˜′) (k<c!〈V 〉P= |M ′′),
• M ′ ≡ (new m˜′ : E˜′) (k<P= |M ′′),
• O ≡ (new n˜′ : U˜′) (k<c?(X : U)Q= |O′′),
• O′ ≡ (new n˜′ : U˜′) (k<Q{|V=X |}= |O′′)
for k; c not in n˜; n˜′; m˜′. It is clear that, by alpha-converting where necessary,
M |O ≡ (new n˜ : E˜) ((new m˜′ : E˜′) (k<c!〈V 〉P= |M ′′) |O)−→ (new n˜ : E˜) (M ′ |O′)
so we then conclude, by (LTS-RED), that ✄M |O −→✄ (new n˜ : E˜) (M ′ |O′) as
required.
For Part(ii) we suppose   O and consider how the judgement ✄M |O −→✄M ′
is derived. This transition must be derived using an instance of one of the base axioms
for reduction in Fig. 2. Call this axiom instance A. The cases which arise are
• A is a subterm of M . In which case O does not contribute to the transition and (a)
holds.
• A is a subterm of O. In which case M does not contribute to the transition and (b)
holds.
• A is not a subterm of M or O. In which case, by inspecting the rules, we see that
the only possibility is that A must be an instance of rule (R-COMM). Let us suppose
that A is of the form
k<c!〈V 〉P= | k<c?(X : U)Q= → k<P= | k<Q{|V=X |}=:
There are two ways in which this could occur: either M provides the output action,
say
(˜n)k:c!V−→ , and N the corresponding input (in which case (c) will hold), or vice-
versa (and (d) will hold). We concentrate on the former as the latter can be dealt
with in a similar way. We know that it must be the case that (up to structural
equivalence)
M ≡ (new n˜ : E˜) (new m˜′ : E˜′) (k<c!〈V 〉P= |M ′′′);
O ≡ (new m˜ : U˜) (k<c?(X : U)Q= |O′′)
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such that k and c are not in n˜; m˜′; m˜. Let M ′′ be the term
(new m˜′ : E˜′) (k<P= |M ′′′)
and O′ be
(new m˜ : U˜) (k<Q{|V=X |}= |O′′):
It is clear that M ′ ≡ (new n˜ : E˜) (M ′′ |O′) so it suFces to demonstrate that O k:c?V−→O′
and ✄M
(˜n)k:c!V−→ ′✄M ′′ for some ′ such that E˜¡:′(n˜). The former is immediate
from the transition rules for input. We also know that M
(˜n)k:c!V−→ M ′′ so we must
show that  permits the typed action. We know by hypothesis that   O. This
means, in particular, that  〈m˜ : U˜〉@k  k<c?(X : U)Q=. This immediately tells us
that   k : loc (as k is not in m˜) and  〈m˜ : U˜〉@k  c : r〈U 〉. Again, c is not in
m˜, so it must be that
c : r〈T〉@k appears in  for some T:
These two facts, and the fact that ✄M is a simple con0guration, allow us to
conclude using Proposition 9 that ✄M
(˜n)k:c!V−→  〈V : T〉@k ✄M ′′ as required.
The next series of propositions examine the individual requirements for ≈bis to be
contextual.
Proposition 10.
 |=M ≈bis N and ; ′ env implies ; ′ |=M ≈bis N:
Proof. Although this should be straightforward the proof is complicated by the fact
that we do not have an Interchange rule for environments.
For the purposes of the proof, let us 0x a type environment 0 and an association list
′0 such that 0; 
′
0  env. Using these we de0ne two grammars for extensions of 0; ′0
and 0 respectively, corresponding to the ways in which typed actions can increase
the knowledge of an environment.
Let + denote environments which can be described by the grammar
+ ::=0; ′0
|+  provided  env and dom() ∩ dom(′0) = ∅
|+;  provided +;  env and dom() ∩ dom(′0) = ∅
Let the set of environments − be de0ned in a similar manner, but starting from 0
rather then 0; ′0. By construction we therefore have that both 
+  env and −  env
and that dom(′0) is disjoint from dom(
−).
We now de0ne R such that (+✄M) R (+✄N ) if and only if − |=M ≈bis N
and show that R forms a bisimulation. The result follows easily from this, using the
initial case when +; − are 0 and ′0, respectively.
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The relation is clearly symmetric, so we simply need to show that
+✄N
ˆ
=⇒+1 ✄N ′
with
(+1 ✄M
′) R (+1 ✄N
′)
whenever +✄M
−→+1 ✄M ′. So, suppose that +✄M
−→+1 ✄M ′. If  is a 
action then the de0nition of R gives an immediate match from N as  reductions
are independent of the environment. The interesting cases are those actions which are
constrained.
Consider the case in which  is (n˜)k:c!V . We know that +1 is of the form
+  〈V : T〉@k. Note that the fact that −✄M is a simple con0guration assures us that
the domain of 〈V : T〉@k does not intersect that of ′0, so that +1 is an environment
allowed by our 0rst grammar.
We also know by Proposition 9 that
• M −→M ′,
• +  k : loc,
• + contains c : r〈T〉@k for some T.
We know that dom(′0) is disjoint from dom(
−) and that −✄M is a simple
con0guration, so it must be the case that −  k : loc and − contains c : r〈T〉@k also.
By Proposition 9 again, we see that −✄M
−→−  〈V : T〉@k ✄M ′. By de0nition of
R we know that there must exist some
−✄N

=⇒−  〈V : T〉@k ✄N ′
such that
−  〈V : T〉@k |=M ′≈bis N ′:
This, and Proposition 9, tells us that +✄N

=⇒+1 ✄N ′ with (+1 ✄M ′) R (+1 ✄N ′)
as required.
The case in which  is an input transition can be treated similarly, but using the
third rule in the grammar for extending environments.
Proposition 11.
 〈n : E〉 |=M ≈bis N implies  |=(new n : E) M ≈bis (new n : E) N:
Proof. In fact, due to Lemma 2, it suFces to show
 〈n :〉 |=M ≈bis N implies  |=(new n : E) M ≈bis (new n : E) N:
We proceed by de0ning a relation R which contains ≈bis and relates (✄ (new n : E)
M) and (✄ (new n : E) N ) whenever ; n :  |=M ≈bis N . We show that R forms a
bisimulation.
Take any two con0gurations related by R: if these are bisimilar then we can be sure
that R satis0es the necessary closure properties. Thus we can assume that we have
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chosen con0gurations of the form ✄ (new n : E) M and ✄ (new n : E) N . Suppose
✄ (new n : E) M
−→′✄M ′. There are two possibilities regarding which was the
last rule involving (new ) used to infer this transition. If rule (LTS-OPEN) was used then
 is of the form (n)′ and
; n : ✄M 
′
−→′✄M ′:
We know by the de0nition of R that ; n :  |=M ≈bis N , so we have
; n : ✄N 
′
=⇒′✄N ′
such that ′✄M ′≈bis N ′. In turn we see that ✄ (new n : E) N =⇒′✄N ′ so that
(′✄M ′) R (′✄N ′) as required. Otherwise, it must be the case that (LTS-NEW) was
used. The matching transition from N can be found using a similar argument.
Proposition 12.
 |=M ≈bis N and   O implies  |=M |O≈bis N |O:
Proof. We do this by de0ning a relation R such that
(✄ (new n˜0 : U˜1) M |O) R (✄ (new n˜0 : U˜2) N |O)
if and only if there exists some E˜ such that U˜1¡:E˜ and U˜2¡:E˜ and   〈n˜0 : E˜〉 |=M
≈bis N and   〈n˜0 : E˜〉 O. We must show that R forms a bisimulation. For the
purposes of exposition we will assume that n˜0 is empty. The more general case follows
in a similar manner.
Take (✄M |O) R (✄N |O) and suppose that ✄M |O −→′✄M ′. If  is
not a  action then it clearly derives entirely from M or O. In either case, a matching
 transition can be found from N because  |=M ≈bis N . Suppose then that  is a 
action. We use Lemma 4, Part (ii), to observe that one of four cases hold.
(a) ✄M −→✄M ′′. Again, matching transitions are easily found because
 |=M ≈bis N .
(b) O −→O′. But then ✄N |O −→✄N |O′ and, by Subject Reduction, Theorem
2, we know that   O′ also so (✄M |O′) R (✄N |O′) as required.
(c) ✄M
(˜n)k:c!V−→ ′✄M ′′ and O k:c?V−→ O′ such that M ′≡ (new n˜ : U˜1) (M ′′ |O′) for
some U˜1. We note that there must exist some ✄N
(˜n)k:c!V
=⇒ ′✄N ′ such that
′ |=M ′′≈bis N ′ and moreover, by Lemma 4, Part (i), we see that ✄N |O =⇒✄
(new n˜ : U˜2)N ′ |O′ for some U˜2. But we know that ′ is  〈V : E〉@k and that
n˜ are all contained in V , so ′ is necessarily of the form ′′  〈n˜ : E˜〉. We know
by Lemma 3 that U˜1¡:E˜ and U˜2¡:E˜. In particular, we have
′′  〈n˜ : E˜〉 |=M ′≈bis N ′:
Now, we know that ✄M
(˜n)k:c!V−→ ′✄M ′′ so this means that  contains c : r〈T〉@k
for some T. We also know that   O and O k:c?V−→O′. Up to structural equivalence
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then, this means that
O ≡ (new m˜ : U˜) (k<c?(X : U)Q= |O′′)
and
O′ ≡ (new m˜ : U˜) (k<Q{|V=X |}= |O′′)
with k; c not in m˜. By inspecting the typing rules we see that
  c : r〈U〉@k
and
 〈V : T〉@k  〈m˜ : U˜〉  〈X : U〉@k k Q:
The former tells us that T¡:U because we know  contains c : r〈T〉@k, and the
latter, along with the fact that
 〈V : T〉@k  〈m˜ : U˜〉 k V : T
and Theorem 1, tells us that  〈V : T〉@k = ′′  〈n˜ : E˜〉 O′ so we can conclude
(′✄ (new n˜ : U˜1) M ′ |O′) R (′✄ (new n˜ : U˜2) N ′ |O′)
as required.
(d) ✄M
(˜n:E˜)k:c?V−→ ′✄M ′′ and O (˜n)k:c!V−→ O′. Similar to previous case.
Corollary 1. The knowledge-indexed relation ≈bis over systems is contextual.
Proof. We need to show the three relevant properties of contextuality; namely, preser-
vation under weakening, (new n : T) [ ] contexts and parallel composition. Note that
these are exactly the content of the previous three propositions.
Moreover, it is the largest knowledge-indexed relation which satis0es all the
properties of De0nition 8:
Theorem 3 (Full abstraction of ∼=rbc for ≈bis ).
 |=M ∼=rbc N i>  |=M ≈bis N
Proof. One direction is straightforward. We have just shown that ≈bis is contextual.
By de0nition it is point-wise symmetric and reduction closed, and it is easy to prove
that it is barb preserving. It follows that ≈bis is contained in ∼=rbc .
The converse is more diFcult. It involves constructing a context C[−];  which in
some sense characterises the ability of a system to perform the external action  in the
environment . Approximately this context should have the property that
✄M =⇒′✄N
if and only if C[M ];  ⇒ D[N ], where D[−] is a canonical context from which both
N and ′ are in some sense recoverable.
The formal proof can be recovered as an instance of the more complicated Theorem 5
and is therefore omitted.
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5. Controlling mobility
We now consider a richer calculus in which movement of processes may be con-
trolled. As explained in the Introduction, in DPI any process which is in possession
of the name of a location may travel to that place and begin executing arbitrary code
there. We extend DPI with a very simple means of mobility control and investigate the
resulting contextual equivalence.
5.1. Migration rights
Hennessy and Riely have already proposed a simple access control mechanism for
DPI in the form of the move capability [11]. To explain intuitively how such capabilities
can be used let us consider an example.
Example 6 (The taxman). Let us re-examine the bank account server in Example 3.
The server Bserver automatically gains knowledge of all generated bank accounts, and
therefore a priori has migration rights to them; it can run whatever code it wishes at
these sites. A simple variation, which takes advantage of this fact could be de0ned as:
Bserver⇐ s<request?(x : int; y@z)
(newloc b : Lb) with : : : put; get : : : in
goto z:y!〈b〉 | Taxman =
where the agent Taxman is de0ned by:
deduct?(x : int; y : Lb; z)
gotoy: : : : collect tax with get; put
: : : return to z
This agent can be sent by the server to any client bank account, bound to y, to collect
an amount of tax, bound to x.
With move capabilities an alternative server could be de0ned which generates bank
accounts with nominated migration rights; indeed the form of move capabilities could
be such that the client can determine those sites which may use the accounts:
(newreg put : rc〈Tp〉; get : rc〈Tg〉)
BserverCon⇐ s<request?(x : int; y@z;W ) −W allowed sites
(newloc b : LWb ) with : : :put : : : get : : : =
Here we use LWb to denote (informally) the type of a location with the resources
required of a bank account, but in addition only locations mentioned in W have im-
migration rights there.
As we shall see the introduction of move capabilities, and associated immigration
rights, complicates considerably the nature of contextual equivalences. Here we study
a particularly simple form, a universal move capability move∗. This allows us to have
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  u : loc
; u : move∗  env ; u : move∗; ′ w u : loc[move∗]
Fig. 11. Extra rules for move capability.
location types in two di8erent forms:
loc[u1 : A1; : : : ] as before
loc[move∗; u1 : A1; : : : ]
Now having a location name l at the second type endows a process with emigration
rights to l. In contrast having l at the 0rst type means that the process has knowledge
of the resources there, but has not yet gained immigration rights. Of course this is not
a very realistic, or useful, capability, but it does serve to demonstrate the complexity
inherent in the treatment of move capabilities in general. In the conclusion we discuss
generalisations.
Formally to incorporate this new capability into DPI we need to modify the type
system. The details are straightforward:
• We rede0ne the capabilities in Fig. 4 to read
Capabilities : R ::= u : A | move∗
• Type environments can now also include entries of the form u : move∗. We add rules
to the type judgements for environments and values accordingly; see Fig. 11.
• Finally, we change the type inference of the migration primitive by replacing the
rule (T-GO) from Fig. 9 with
(T-MOVE-GO)
  u : loc[move∗]
 u P : proc
 w goto u:P
We make no change to the reduction semantics, nor the de0nition of contextual equiva-
lence for the language. It is straightforward to check that Theorem 2 (Subject
Reduction) also holds for this extended calculus.
Let us now examine the e8ect migration rights, even in this simple form, have on
behavioural equivalences. Suppose N1; N2 are given by
k<a!〈〉 stop= and k<stop= (16)
The question of whether or not N1 and N2 are contextually equivalent relative to an
environment , now written
 |=N1∼=mrbc N2
depends on whether there are locations known to the environment  which have mi-
gration rights to k. If so, say at a location l1, agents may be sent from l1 to k in
order to observe the di8erence in behaviour between M1 and M2 at k. Moreover if the
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environment maintains a central location, with universal immigration rights, then these
agents may report back the result of their observations.
In the following two subsections, two di8erent generalisations to the full-abstraction
result, Theorem 3 for DPI augmented with this simple form of move capability.
5.2. Mobility bisimulation equivalence
It is straightforward to adapt the typed actions in Fig. 10 to take into account these
simple migration rights. Essentially for an action to be allowed at a site k the constraints
discussed in Section 4.1 must be satis0ed but in addition the environment must have
migration rights to k. Formally, we de0ne actions
✄M
−→m ′✄M ′
by replacing the rules (LTS-OUT) and (LTS-IN) in Fig. 10 with
(LTS-OUTM)
  k : loc[move∗]
a : r〈T〉@k ∈ 
 〈V : T〉@k exists
(✄ k<a!〈V 〉P=) k:a!V−→m ( 〈V : T〉@k ✄ k<P=)
(LTS-INM)
  k : loc[move∗]
a : w〈U〉@k ∈ 
; ′ k V : 〈U〉@
(✄ k<a?(X : T)P=) k:a?V−→m (; ′✄ k<P{|V=X |}=)
and leaving the other rules unchanged.
Denition 10 (Typed m-Bisimulations). A typed relation R over systems is said to be
a typed m-bisimulation if it satis0es the requirements of De0nition 9, with the relation
✄M
−→′✄M ′ replaced by ✄M −→m ′✄M ′.
We use  |=M ≈mbis N to denote the resulting version of bisimulation equivalence.
Example 7. () As in (16) above let N1; N2 denote k<a!〈〉 stop= and k<stop= respectively,
and suppose  is such that 0 k : loc[move∗]. Then  |=N1≈mbis N2 because no m-typed
actions are possible from these systems.
Example 8. () Here let N3; N4 represent the systems
(new k : loc[b : rw〈〉]) l<a!〈k〉 = | k<b!〈〉 =
and
(new k : loc[b : rw〈〉]) l<a!〈k〉 = | k<0=
respectively, and let 1 denote the environment
l : loc; l : move∗; b : rc〈rw〈〉〉; a : rw〈loc[b : rw〈〉]〉@l:
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Here the environment can interact at the site l because it has migration rights there.
And via the channel a located at l it can gain knowledge of k. But because of the
type at which it knows a it can never gain migration rights to k. Consequently we
have 1 |=N3≈mbis N4.
However let 2 denote
l : loc; l : move∗; b : rc〈rw〈〉〉; a : rw〈loc[move∗; b : rw〈〉]〉@l
Here any location name received on the channel a at l comes with migration rights.
So we have 2 |=N3 ≈mbis N4.
The essential property of this new equivalence is a restricted form of contextuality:
Proposition 13. Suppose   k : loc[move∗]. Then  |=M ≈mbis N and   k<P= implies
 |=M | k<P= ≈mbis N | k<P=.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 12, where now the hypothesis   k :
loc[move∗] is necessary to allow interaction between the two systems in parallel.
This property allows us to give a contextual characterisation of ≈mbis . We need to
slightly adapt the concepts de0ned in Section 4.
m-Context closure: Here the change is in the second clause. A typed relation over
systems is m-contextual if
(i)  |=M R N and ; ′  env implies ; ′ |=M R N .
(ii)  |=M R N;   k : loc[move∗] and   k<P= implies  |=(M | k<P=) R (N | k<P=).
(iii)  〈n : T〉 |=M R N implies  |=(new n : T) M R (new n : T) N .
m-Barb preservation: Here we only allow barbs at locations to which migration
rights exist. We write  M ⇓m-barb a@k if
•   k : loc[move∗] and   a : rw〈〉@k.
– there exists some M ′ such that M →∗ M ′ where M ′ is structurally equivalent to a
term of the form (M ′′ | k<a!〈〉P |Q=)
We now say that a typed relation over systems is m-barb preserving if  |=M R N
and  M ⇓m-barb a@k implies   N ⇓m-barb a@k.
Denition 11 (m-Reduction barbed congruence). Let ∼=mrbc be the largest typed relation
over systems which is reduction-closed, m-contextual and m-barb preserving.
Theorem 4 (Full abstraction of ∼=mrbc for ≈mbis ).
 |=M ∼=mrbc N i>  |=M ≈mbis N:
Proof. The formal proof can be recovered as an instance of the more complicated
Theorem 5 and is therefore omitted.
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5.3. Re-examining contextuality
The two examples given in the previous subsection deserve re-examination, particu-
larly in view of the de0nition of m-contextuality. In Example 7 above it turns out that
N1 and N2 are not equivalent with respect to any  which does not contain migration
rights to k. But an alternative de0nition of contextual would require the behavioural
equivalence to be preserved by all contexts typeable by . Suppose  is the environ-
ment
h : loc; h : move∗; eureka : rw〈〉@h; k : loc; a : rw〈〉@k
Then one can check that   k<a?() goto h:eureka!〈〉 = and running Ni in parallel with
this well-typed context would enable us to distinguish between them.
This new, but still informal, notion of contextuality presupposes that the context can
have already in place some testing agents running at certain sites to which it does not
have migration rights. An obvious choice of sites would be all those which are known
about, that is all k such that   k : loc. However our results can be parameterised on
this choice.
T-Context closure: Let T be a collection of location names. A typed relation R
is said to be T-contextual if
(i)  |=M R N and ; ′  env implies ; ′ |=M R N .
(ii)  |=M R N;   k<P=, where either k ∈T or   k : loc[move∗], implies  |=(M |
k<P=) R (N | k<P=).
(iii)  〈n : T〉 |=M R N implies  |=(new n : T) M R (new n : T) N .
Denition 12 (T-Reduction barbed congruence). Let ∼=Trbc be the largest typed rela-
tion over systems which is reduction-closed, T-contextual and m-barb preserving.
Note that here we still only allow barbs at locations to which we have migration
rights. This could be generalised to also allow barbs at locations in T. But it would
not change the equivalence as these local barbs can always be replaced by barbs at
prede0ned locations which the environment declares with migration rights.
The question now is whether we can devise a bisimulation based characterisation of
∼=Trbc .
The obvious approach is to modify the de0nitions of the typed actions
−→m , to
obtain actions
−→T which allow observations at a site k, if either the environment has
migration rights to k as before, or k ∈T. With these actions we can modify De0nition 9
to obtain a new behavioural equivalence, which we denote by ≈Tbis . Unfortunately, this
does not coincide with the contextual equivalence ∼=Trbc .
Example 9. () Let N5; N6 be the systems de0ned by
h<a!〈b@k〉 = | k<b!〈〉 = and h<a!〈b@k〉 = | k<stop=
and  the environment
h : loc; h : move∗; k : loc; a : rw〈T〉@h
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Then if k is in T one can check that  |=N5 ≈Tbis N6. This is because ✄N5 can
perform the action h:a!〈b@k〉 followed by k:b!〈〉, which cannot be matched by ✄N6.
However  |=N5∼=Trbc N6 because it is not possible to 0nd a context to distinguish
between them. A context can be found to augment the knowledge of the environment
at h with the fact that b exists at k. But it is not possible to transfer this information
from h to where it can be put to use, namely k.
This example demonstrates that even with our very restricted move capability there
are problems with the Cow of information. Knowledge about the system learnt at l
cannot necessarily be passed to k if the environment does not have move capability
at k. Thus, any direct interactions performed at a location k in T, without using
migration, need to be made with a localised knowledge at k. This motivates the new
form of con0gurations we introduce for the labelled transition system necessary in
order to characterise ∼=Trbc .
We replace a simple  with a structure =(; k1 ; : : : ; kn) where the ki make up
T. Each ki represents localised knowledge at ki whereas  represents the centralised
knowledge, available at any location for which we have move capability. Given that
we can store the centralised knowledge at a location k0, provided by the environment
(with move capability), we can always pass local knowledge on to k0 (but not vice
versa). Thus centralised knowledge is always greater than any of the local knowledge
environments. This leads us to the following de0nition:
Denition 13 (Con0gurations).
• An environment structure, or simply a structure, over T, consists of a family of
type environments =; k1 ; : : : ; kn such that
◦ T= {k1; : : : ; kn}
◦ ¡:ki for each 16i6n.
We sometimes use k0 to denote the 0rst component of the structure .
• A con6guration ✄M (over T) consists of an environment structure  and a
system M such that there exists some environment 2 with
◦ 2M ,
◦ 2¡:,
◦ dom(2)= dom().
We will write T∇ to mean the family of environments ; k1 ; : : : ; kn such that each
component ki is equal to the environment ; we will typically omit the parameter T
here as it can usually be recovered from the context. We understand ; ′ and ′
to be point-wise operations. Finally, we need a notation for increasing knowledge in
the individual components of a con0guration, for which we use the notation  k . For
instance we write  0′ to mean the family such that the global component becomes
 0′ and all other components are unchanged. Similarly  k′ adds, if possible,
′ to the kth component.
We de0ne our new labelled transition system, parameterised onT, as binary relations
between these new con0gurations. We replace the rules (LTS-OUT) and (LTS-IN) in Fig. 10
with those in Fig. 12and modify the remaining rules in Fig. 10 in the obvious manner;
an example of the required modi0cation is given in the rule (LTS-T-WEAK), where the
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(LTS-MOVE-OUT)
  k : loc[move∗]
a : r〈T〉@k ∈ 
 〈V : T〉@k exists
(✄ k<a!〈V 〉P=) k:a!V−→ ( 0〈V : T〉@k ✄ k<P=)
(LTS-T-OUT)
0 k : loc[move∗]
k ∈T
a : r〈T〉@k ∈ k
 0〈V : T〉@k  k〈V : T〉@k exists
(✄ k<a!〈V 〉P=) k:a!V−→ ( 0〈V : T〉@k  k〈V : T〉@k ✄ k<P=)
(LTS-MOVE-IN)
  k : loc[move∗]
 k a : w〈T〉
 k V : T
(✄ k<a?(X : A)P=) k:a?V−→ (✄ k<P{|V=X |}=)
(LTS-T-IN)
0 k : loc[move∗]
k ∈T
k k a : w〈T〉
k; ′[k] V : T
(✄ k<a?(X : A)P=) k:a?V−→ (; ′∇✄ k<P{|V=X |}=)
(LTS-T-WEAK)
(; (n : E)∇✄M)
(˜n:E˜)k:a?V−→ (′✄M ′)
(✄M)
(n:En˜:E˜)k:a?V−→ (′✄M ′)
n = a; k
Fig. 12. Labelled transition rules accounting for the move capability.
new knowledge, a name n of type T, is extended throughout all components of the
environment. A similar modi0cation is required for the rules involving (new ).
Note that each of the new rules, involving input and output, have two cases, de-
pending on whether the move∗ capability of the location under scrutiny is present, or if
it is in the parameter T. The di8erence between the cases lies in whether the ability
to perform the corresponding action is checked locally or globally. For outputs, if the
move capability is present then only the global environment is increased with the new
knowledge; in its absence the corresponding local environment also has to be updated.
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Note also that the e8ect of the rule (LTS-T-WEAK) is that all new names generated by
the environment are made known to every component.
It is straightforward to check that the resulting labelled transition system is well-
de0ned, and has many of the desirable properties of the more straightforward labelled
transition system of Section 4.
Proposition 14.
• If ✄M is a con6guration and (✄M) −→ (′✄M ′) then ′✄M ′ is also a
con6guration.
• For every  and every action  there exists a unique structure ( after ) with the
property that (✄M) −→ (′✄M ′) implies ′ is ( after ).
Proof. Similar to that of Proposition 8.
The evolution from  to (after) involves two distinct kinds of increase in knowl-
edge. The 0rst is when the types associated with names already known to  are changed
(to a subtype) and the second is when new names are created. The latter, for example
happens when the action is an input rule and the environment creates new names; it
can also happen in the output case, when the system extrudes new names. But in all
cases the new knowledge is distributed to each component of the new environment
structure. We call this new information the extension of  by .
The standard de0nition of (weak) bisimilarity may now be applied to this new
labelled transition system; to emphasise the role of the parameter T we will write the
resulting equivalence as ≈Tbis . We show that this co-inductive equivalence characterises
the contextual equivalence ∼=Trbc .
However to carry out the proof we must 0rst generalise the latter, from simple
environments  to the structures . This involves generalising the notion of context-
closure to families of relations indexed by environment structures.
T-Context closure revisited: A family of relations R, parameterised over environ-
ment structures, is said to be T-contextual if
(i)  |=M R N and ; ′  env implies ; ′∇ |=M R N .
(ii)  |=M R N;   k<P=, where   k : loc[move∗], implies  |=(M | k<P=) R
(N | k<P=).
(iii)  |=M R N; i  ki<P=, where ki ∈T, implies  |=(M | ki<P=) R (N | ki<P=).
(iv)  〈n : T〉∇ |=M R N implies  |=(new n : T) M R (new n : T) N .
Denition 14 (T-Reduction barbed congruence revisited). Let ∼=Trbc be the largest
family of relations indexed by environment structures which is reduction-closed, T-
contextual and m-barb preserving.
These de0nitions are designed with the following property in mind:
Proposition 15.  |=M ∼=Trbc N (according to De6nition 12) if and only if ∇ |=M
∼=Trbc N (according to De6nition 14).
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Proof. Straightforward unravelling of the de0nitions.
So now we can concentrate on relating the relation  |=M ∼=Trbc N with  |=M ≈Tbis N ,
and thereby obtain a co-inductive characterisation of the real relation of interest,  |=M
∼=Trbc N .
Proposition 16 (Soundness of ≈bis for ∼=rbc ). For any T;  |=M ≈Tbis N implies |=M ∼=Trbc N .
Proof. This involves showing that the co-inductive relation satis0es the de0ning proper-
ties of ∼=Trbc , the most diFcult one being the preservation of relevant contexts. However
the proof is a mild generalisation of that of Corollary 1, and its preceding propositions.
The remainder of the section is devoted to the proof of the converse of this propo-
sition, namely completeness. The main challenge is to design contexts which charac-
terise, in some sense the typed actions of Fig. 12. The intuitive idea is to maintain
some home-base, which we will denote with the new location name k0, which main-
tains all global information, available at another new resource named r0. Each site ki
in T will maintain a record of local information, available at a local resource which
we call ri. An invariant of the testing context is that the information available at each
ri is also available globally, at r0.
The context for an action at a site l depends on whether the environment has mi-
gration rights to l. If it does then an agent is launched from the home-base to l and
reports back to home-base, updating the information at r0. If it does not then the test
is purely local; it is launched from the relevant location ki in T, although to maintain
the invariant the global knowledge is also updated at the home base k0.
The de0nition of the de0ning contexts, C , for the action  relative to the structure
 is given in Fig. 13.However to keep the description manageable we only consider the
case where  involves the transmission of a single name; this contains all the essential
details of the more general case. The description also uses a considerable number of
notational conventions we now outline.
Notation 1.
• For the remainder of this section we assume that the names k0; r0; r1; : : : ; rn are
always chosen to be fresh wherever they are used; their use has already been
informally explained. We also require the fresh names 6; 6fail and 6succ to be used
periodically as barbs.
• For a type environment  we use v to represent a tuple consisting of all the
identi6ers (and compound identi6ers) in the domain of . This is our way of
representing the knowledge of an environment, typeable by . Thus in Fig. 13
when a test has been completed the new knowledge in the form of v2 for some
2, is made available at the global resource name r0. In all but one case this is
( after )k0 . The exception is in the second case, where for reasons of typability
this has to be restricted to the local knowledge at the location of the action. But
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For notational convenience below we use ′ as an abbreviation for ( after ).
• If  is (m˜)k:a!v and   k : loc[move∗] then C =
k0<goto k:a?X:if (X = (new m˜)v) then goto k0:(r0!
〈
v′k0
〉
| 6!〈〉) else 0=
| LReport
• If  is (m˜)ki:a!v, where 0 ki : loc[move∗] but ki ∈T then C =
ki<a?X:if (X = (new m˜)v) then ri!
〈
v′ki
〉
| goto k0:(r0!
〈
v′ki
〉
| 6!〈〉) else 0=
| ∏
kj∈T;i 
=j
kj<rj!
〈
v′kj
〉
=
• If  is (m˜ : T˜ )k:a?v and   k : loc[move∗] then C =
(new m˜ : E˜)k0<goto k:a!〈v〉 :goto k0:(r0!
〈
v′k0
〉
| 6!〈〉)= | LReport
• If  is (m˜ : T˜ )ki:a?v, where 0 ki : loc[move∗] but ki ∈T then C =
(new m˜ : E˜) ki<a!〈v〉 :goto k0:(r0!
〈
v′k0
〉
6!〈〉)= | | LReport
Fig. 13. Contexts for actions.
in all cases local knowledge in a similar form is also made available at the local
resource names ri; this uses the process term∏
kj∈T
kj<rj!
〈
v(after )kj
〉
=
which we abbreviate to LReport.
• For a type environment  we use () to represent the tuple of types listed in  in
such a way that   v : (). These will be used to ensure that the action contexts
are properly typed.
• The action contexts for outputs receive a value v and test its identity against all
known identi6ers. In Fig. 13 this testing is expressed using the notation (X =
(new m˜)v), which is de6ned by
X = n if v = n; and n =∈ (m˜);
X =∈  if v ∈ (m˜);
(X1 = ((new m˜)) V1) ∧ (X2 = ((new m˜)) V2) if X = X1@X2
and V = V1@V2:
Here X =∈ is the obvious encoding of nested tests for X against each identi6er in
the domain of , and we use ∧ as a shorthand for a programmed conjunction of
tests.
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We need to ensure that these action contexts can be properly typed, and that the
de0nition of T-context closure actually allows them to be used as contexts; this is
far from apparent from the de0nition of T-context closure. A useful description of
allowed contexts is given in the following de0nition.
Denition 15 (T-Contexts). Let obs(; N ) be the least relation which satis0es the
following conditions:
• obs(; 0).
• obs(; N ),   k : loc[move∗] and   k<P= implies obs(; N | k<P=).
• obs(; N ), k ∈T and ki  ki<P= implies obs(; N | ki<P=).
• obs(; n : T∇; N ) implies obs(; (new n : T) N ).
Proposition 17. Let R be any family of relations which is T-contextual. If obs(;O)
then  |=M R N implies  |=(M |O) R (N |O)
Proof. By induction on the de0nition of obs(;O).
We should not expect C to be an allowed context for , that is obs(; C

 ); we
need to add types for the new housekeeping names k0, ri etc. used. Unfortunately, the
precise typings for these new names depends to some extent on the action . The basic
reason is that the test positioned at ki ∈T has to be typeable by the local knowledge
ki . This test includes an agent which reports to the home base; however to ensure
typeability its behaviour there can only depend on the knowledge ki ; see the second
case in Fig. 13, where at r0 only the knowledge known at ki can be reported globally.
With this in mind let us de0ne H;, a list of type associations as follows:
k0 : loc; move@k0 ; 6 : rw〈〉@k0; 6fail : rw〈〉@k0; 6succ : rw〈〉@k0;
r0 : rw〈( after )n〉@k0; r1 : rw〈( after )k1〉@k1; : : : ; rn : rw〈( after )kn〉@kn;
where
• if  is an output move, 0 ki : loc[move∗] but ki ∈T then the index n is ki,
• otherwise n is k0.
We can now state the main result which formalises the correspondence between typed
actions and typed contexts. It uses a term GReport to give the state of knowledge,
after the successful completion of the action; its composition depends slightly on the
action in question.
Proposition 18. Suppose (✄M) is a con6guration. Then (✄M) =⇒ (′✄M ′) if
and only if
(1) obs(; H;∇; C ), that is C

 is an allowed context for the extended environment
structure.
(2) M |C →∗ (new m˜ : E˜) (M ′ | k0<6!〈〉 = | LReport |GReport).
If  is an output action at ki where 0 ki : loc[move∗] but ki ∈ T then GReport is
the term
k0<r0!
〈
v(after)ki
〉
=
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Otherwise it is
k0<r0!
〈
v(after)k0
〉
=
Proof. (Outline) In one direction the result is straightforward; it is suFcient to prove,
by induction on the derivation, that if (✄M) =⇒ (′✄M ′) then the action context
is allowed and that when run parallel with M the overall system can reach the desired
state.
The converse is more diFcult and depends on the precise de0nition of the context.
But the crucial point is that in the reduction from M |C the subsystem k0<6!〈〉 = can
only be reached if M performs the action , possibly preceded or followed by some
internal actions.
The usefulness of the components of these contexts which retain the local and global
knowledge is apparent from the following result:
Lemma 5 (Extrusion). Suppose m˜ : E˜ is the extension of  by the action . Then
; (H;)∇ |=(new m˜ : E˜) (M |GReport | LReport)
∼=rbcT (new m˜ : E˜) (N |GReport | LReport)
implies
( after ) |=M ∼=rbcT N:
Proof. Unfortunately, the proof of this result is notationally quite complex and is
relegated to the appendix.
We next give an outline of the completeness proof, which relies heavily on this
Extrusion Lemma.
Proposition 19 (Completeness of ≈bis for ∼=rbc ). For any T,  |=M ∼=rbcT N implies
 |=M ≈Tbis N .
Proof. We de0ne a relation R such that  |=M R N if  |=M ∼=rbcT N and show that
R forms a bisimulation. The proposition will then follow by co-induction.
Suppose  |=M R N and let ✄M −→ ( after )✄M ′. We must 0nd a matching
transition from (✄N ). We only outline the monadic case, where only single values
are transmitted.
The idea of the proof is to use a particular context which mimics the e8ect of the
action , and also allows us to subsequently compare the residuals of the two systems.
This context has the form
D [−] = (new 6) (− |C | Flip);
where C is given in Fig. 13 and Flip is the system
k0<6fail!〈〉 | 6?() :6fail?() :6succ!〈〉 =:
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Intuitively, the existence of the barb 6fail at the home-base k0 indicates that the action
has not yet happened, whereas that of 6succ ensures that is has occurred, and has been
reported via 6. In the context above this reporting channel 6 has been restricted and
we have omitted its obvious type.
Using Proposition 18 (the only if implication), we can deduce that C | Flip is
an allowed context for the extended environment ; H;∇ and because ∼=rbcT is T-
contextual we therefore have
; H;∇ |=D [M ]∼=rbcT D [N ]
By inspecting the reduction rules of D [M ] we observe that,
D [M ] →∗ (new m˜ : E˜) (M ′ | k0<6succ!〈〉 = | |GReport | LReport):
where (m˜ : T˜ ) is the extension of  by . Let us call this latter system M0.
This reduction must be matched by a corresponding reduction
D [N ]→∗ N0;
where
; H;∇ |=M0∼=rbcT N0: (17)
However the possible matching reductions are constrained by the barbs of M0 in the
extended environment; it has the barb 6succ@k0 but it does not have 6fail@k0. E8ectively,
the reduction must have the form
D [N ]→∗ (new m˜ : E˜) (N ′ | k0<6succ!〈〉 = |GReport | LReport)
for some N ′. This in turn implies that there must be a reduction
N |C →∗ (new m˜ : E˜) (N ′ | k0<6!〈〉 = |GReport | LReport):
At this stage we can apply Proposition 18 (in the opposite direction) to obtain a
required weak typed action
✄N =⇒′✄N ′:
However we must establish that
( after ) |=M ′∼=rbcT N ′: (18)
It is easy to remove the success barbs from (17) above to obtain
; H;∇ |=(new m˜ : E˜) (M ′ |GReport | LReport)
∼=rbcT (new m˜ : E˜) (N ′ |GReport | LReport):
However this is precisely the premise in the Extrusion Lemma above, Lemma 5, which
gives the required (18).
Finally, we can state the 0nal result of the paper which follows from Propositions 16
and 19.
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Theorem 5 (Full abstraction). In DPI with restricted mobility
 |=M ∼=Trbc N if and only if  |=M ≈Tbis N:
Note that Theorems 3 and 4 can be recovered as an instance of this result by
considering every location type to contain the move capability. In this case the extra
labelled transitions and extra structure we require in con0gurations becomes redundant.
6. Conclusion
We have presented two labelled transition systems for which bisimilarity coincides
with a natural notion of contextual equivalence for distributed systems in which types
are used to control access rights and a primitive form of mobility. As in [2,9], the
use of a type environment representing the tester’s knowledge of the system plays
an important role in characterising the contextual equivalences. In particular it aided
us in de0ning a labelled transition system which accounts for information Cow in a
distributed setting with restricted mobility.
The set of basic types used for DPI, those in Fig. 4, is a slight generalisation of
those in [11]; the novelty is the introduction of the new category of registered names,
which we feel clari0es the sharing of resource names among di8erent locations. To
discuss this point consider the following system, written in the syntax of the current
paper:
l<(newc c : C) (newloc k : loc[c : D]) with P in Q=
Here a new channel c is declared local to l, yet when a new location k is generated
it is also allowed to install at k another local channel named c. The type inference of
[11] allows such systems to be well-typed, even if there is no relationship between the
types C and D; one could allow read at type bool and the other write at type int. Here
this system is not well-typed as l and k can only have a common resource c if it has
already been declared as a registered name. Moreover in such circumstances the types
C and D would have to be consistent, as they both would be supertypes of the type
of the registered name.
The mobility control presented here is simply a 0rst step towards identifying the
nature of contextual equivalence in this setting. An obvious generalisation would be
to introduce more speci0c move capabilities, of the form moveS , where S is a set of
locations. Then having a location l at with this capability would endow all locations
mentioned in S with immigration rights to l; this is essentially what was used infor-
mally in Example 6. In another vein, we can investigate how the parameter T a8ects
equivalence. The use we make of it here is to allow testing at any (initially) known
location. At the other extreme we could 0x T to be empty. This would only allow
tests to be placed at fresh locations—thereby changing the nature of observability and
simplifying the semantics considerably. This may be the appropriate choice for testing
equivalences [8].
A related, but di8erent, approach to mobility control, would be to base migration
rights not on the source location, as we do here, but on the potential behaviour of the
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incoming agent. This would involve developing a 0ne-grained type system for agent
behaviour, and then restricting access to agents which satisfy some published access
types. Type systems along these lines have already been developed for the -calculus,
[22], and have recently been extended to DPI, [10].
There has been a great deal of interest in modelling distributed systems using calculi
in recent years, [1,4,5,7,11,19,21]. The emphasis so far has largely been on design of
the languages to give succinct descriptions of mobile processes with type systems
given to constrain behaviour in a safe manner. Where equivalence has been used it has
typically been introduced as some sort of contextual equivalence very similar to the
one found in the present paper [1,7,14]. Proofs of correctness of protocols or language
translations have been carried out with respect to these contextual equivalences. But,
as far as we know, the only existing examples of bisimulation-based characterisations
of contextual equivalences in a distributed setting are found in [3,13,15], for versions
of ambients. Recently, bisimulations have been proposed for the Seal Calculus, [6].
The resulting equivalence is shown to be sound with respect to contextual equivalence,
but is not complete; in general, it distinguishes systems which are identi0ed by the
contextual equivalence. The work in [20] takes a di8erent, more intensional approach
to equivalence in the distributed setting in that, in order to establish correctness of a
particular protocol, a novel notion of equivalence based on coupled simulation tailored
to accommodate migration is identi0ed. Although having many interesting properties
such as congruence, this equivalence is not shown to coincide with any independent
contextually de0ned notion of equivalence.
Appendix A. The Extrusion lemma
To prove the Extrusion lemma we need to formulate a more general statement,
involving environment structures which are consistent with , the current knowledge
about the system. It uses a general environment structure 2 and presupposes that the
channels ri used in the main body of the text are typed to support the reporting of the
components of 2. So we use D to denote the following list of environments:
k0 : loc; move@k0 ; r0 : rw〈2k0〉@k0
r1 : rw〈2k1〉@k1; : : : ; rn : rw〈2kn〉@kn
Lemma 6 (General extrusion). Let 2 be an environment structure such that
2✄M and 2✄N are con6gurations. Then
; (D)∇ |=(new m˜ : E˜)
(
M | k0<r0!〈v2〉 = |
∏
kj∈T
kj<rj!
〈
v2kj
〉
=
)
∼=rbcT
(new m˜ : E˜)
(
N | k0<r0!〈v2〉 = |
∏
kj∈T
kj<rj!
〈
v2kj
〉
=
)
implies
2 |=M ∼=rbcT N:
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Proof. We de0ne a family of relations as follows: Let R 2 be the set of all pairs of
systems (M;N ) such that
; (D)∇ |=(new m˜ : E˜)
(
M | k0<r0!〈v2〉 = |
∏
kj∈T
kj<rj!
〈
v2kj
〉
=
)
∼=rbcT
(new m˜ : E˜)
(
N | k0<r0!〈v2〉 = |
∏
kj∈T
kj<rj!
〈
v2kj
〉
=
)
When it is apparent from the context we will refer to these systems simply as A and
B, respectively.
The result will follow if we prove that R 2 is
• reduction closed,
• T-contextual,
• m-barb preserving.
We outline some of the required proofs.
First let us consider the third requirement, m-barb preserving; From 2M
⇓m-barb a@k we need to show that 2 N ⇓m-barb a@k. We know A and B have the
same barbs but the problem is that a@k may not be a barb of A because a (or even k)
may be restricted via the occurrence of (new m˜ : M˜) in A. We overcome this problem
by placing A and B in an appropriate context.
Let Kbarb be the system
k0<r0?(X : (2)):goto k:a?():goto k0:w!〈〉 {|X=v2|}=
where w is a fresh channel. It is easy to check that
; (D)∇; w : rw〈〉@k0 |=A | Kbarb ∼=rbcT B | Kbarb
and that
; (D)∇; w : rw〈〉@k0  (A | Kbarb) ⇓m-barb w@k0
E8ectively, we have turned the barb a@k of M into the barb w@k0 of A in the context
of Kbarb.
By the m-barb preservation property of ∼=rbcT (and Weakening), we have
; (D)∇; w : rw〈〉@k0  (B | Kbarb) ⇓m-barb w@k0
As w is fresh this could only have arisen by interaction with N along channel a at k,
that is N →∗ (N ′ | k<a!〈〉 : : : : | : : : =). This suFces to conclude that 2 N ⇓m-barb
a@k, as required.
The other requirements are proved in a similar manner. Let us look brieCy at perhaps
the most diFcult one, namely that R is preserved by suitable parallel compositions.
So suppose 2 |=M R N and 2 k<P=. We must show that 2 |=M | k<P= R
N | k<P= whenever either 2 k : loc[move∗] or k ∈T. The details only vary slightly
between the cases.
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First suppose 2 k : loc[move∗]. Here we use the context
Kmove = k0<r0?(X : (2)) :(goto k:P){|X=v2|} | r′0!〈X 〉 =;
where r′0 is fresh. Since 2 k<P= and we abstract over the values v2, it is easy to
check that
; (D)∇; r′0 : rw〈2〉@k0  Kmove
and therefore by contextuality we have
; (D)∇; r′0 : rw〈2〉@k0 |=(new r0)(A | Kmove)∼=rbcT (new r0)(B | Kmove)
where we have omitted the obvious declaration type on the restricted channel r0, namely
rw〈2〉@k0.
A simple argument gives the identity
; (D)∇; r′0 : rw〈(2)〉@k0 |=(new r0)(A | Kmove)∼=rbcT
(new m˜)
(
(M | k<P=) | k0<r′0!〈v2〉 = |
∏
kj∈T
kj<rj!
〈
v2kj
〉
=
)
and similar one relating B with N .
As r0 and r′0 are both fresh and have the same type we can conclude that
; (D)∇ |=(new m˜ : E˜)
(
(M | k<P=) | k0<r0!〈v2〉 = |
∏
kj∈S
kj<rj!
〈
v2kj
〉
=
)
∼=rbcT
(new m˜ : E˜)
(
(N | k<P=) | k0<r0!〈v2〉 = |
∏
kj∈S
kj<rj!
〈
v2kj
〉
=
)
:
This suFces to witness
2 |=(M | k<P=) R (N | k<P=)
as required.
The structure of the proof in the second case, when k ∈ T, say k = ki is similar
but we use the context Klocal = ki<ri?
(
X :2ki
)
=:(P{|X=v2ki |} | r′i !〈X 〉).
Let us now see how the version of Extrusion required for the Completeness proof
can be obtained from this general result.
Corollary 2. Suppose m˜ : E˜ is the extension of  by the action . Then
; (D)∇ |=(new m˜ : E˜) (M ′ |GReport | LReport)
∼=rbcT (new m˜ : E˜) (N ′ |GReport | LReport)
implies
( after ) |=M ′∼=rbcT N ′
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Proof. The proof depends on instantiating the environment structure 2 in the more
general result. It suFces to let this be ( after ). Note that in all cases except one
this instantiation gives ki¡:2ki for each i. The exception is the troublesome case
when  is an output at some location ki to which we do not have migration rights but
which is in T; In this case we do not have k0¡:2k0 but only the weaker statement
k0 2k0 . Hence the requirement for the more general extrusion lemma.
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